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ABSTRACT

There are complex challenges facing music students majoring in performance in New Zealand as they transition from secondary to tertiary study. As a result of their pre-tertiary experiences, these students form identities and develop subjectivities that are often discordant with notions of a broadly conceived degree-level education. Through exploring transition using ethnographic and interpretive approaches, it is clear that significant numbers of performance students are not engaging with the more theoretical aspects of their music degrees and can in fact be actively resistant to acquiring knowledge in areas of the curriculum that they perceive as falling outside those necessary to become a performer. This research suggests that education systems in secondary schools in New Zealand contribute considerably to these student subjectivities as despite individual levels of knowledge that students bring to their tertiary studies, these systems result in significant homogenous subjectivities and approaches. More generally, secondary schools appear unable to consistently prepare music students for their tertiary music studies for reasons that include curricula that is: widely interpreted, compartmentalised, heavily weighted towards assessments, and, in terms of performance assessments, lacking in validity.

In ‘talking about transition’ within a New Zealand context, questions arise concerning pre-determined educational practices, which present unnecessary and prohibitive hurdles that can serve to culturally alienate our own students. For this reason and others, this research suggests these students will benefit from socio-culturally relevant pedagogical practice in addition to systems that provide accessible, manageable, and meaningful connections between secondary and tertiary levels of knowledge. Research findings also suggest that improved communication between education sectors and between institutions and students is key to empowering students with regard to their own learning.
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TERMINOLOGY, EXPLANATORY NOTES, and ACRONYMS

New Zealand School Decile Ratings

Every school in New Zealand has a decile rating (1 - 10) that corresponds to the economic wealth of the school’s community. This system allows for additional funding from the government for low decile schools to help overcome barriers to learning facing students from low socio-economic households. The schools, students, and educators at the focus of this study are within the Wellington region; the decile ratings of the major secondary schools in this area do not drop below decile 8. I do not detail the decile ratings of the schools outside Wellington from which various students in this study have had their secondary education with the exception of the student case study detailed in chapter 3 where the South Auckland college described has a decile rating of 3.

New Zealand Secondary School Years

New Zealand secondary school (also known locally as college or high school) years begin at Year 9 (Y9) or 3rd form and go to Year 13 (Y13) or 7th form. Student ages typically range from 13-17.

New Zealand Secondary School Qualifications:¹

- **NCEA:**

  The National Certificate of Educational Achievement is the principal tertiary qualification offered in New Zealand secondary schools. The qualification is completed over three levels and three years:

  Level 1 (L1) NCEA begins Year 11 (Y11) or 5th form.

  Level 2 (L2) NCEA begins Year 12 (Y12) or 6th form.

¹ This study is limited to discussing NCEA and IB qualifications. (Schools in NZ can offer Cambridge International AS and A2 exams however no students surveyed had studied Cambridge Music and no secondary schools in Wellington teach Cambridge Music).
Level 3 (L3) NCEA begins Year 13 (Y13) or 7th form.²

Students receive credits for ‘standards’ they sit, which can be assessed either internally by the school or externally by New Zealand Qualifications Authority (NZQA). Papers are either ‘unit standards’ that are limited to pass or fail or ‘achievement standards’ which can be endorsed with Achieved (A), Merit (M) or Excellence (E).

The same A, M, or E grading is applied to Levels 1 to 3 as a whole. For example, a student can pass Level 3 NCEA endorsed with an overall ‘Excellence’ by achieving a high standard (50+ Excellence credits) across a variety of subjects.³

N.B. In the pages that follow, the words Achieved, Merit, or Excellence when referring to NCEA grading or standards will be capitalised.

NCEA Music Standards:

There are multiple standards within Levels 1 to 3 NCEA music curricula. The specific standards I refer to are:

- Music Works
- Score reading
- Harmony
- Composition
- Solo Performance
- Group Performance

IB:

The International Baccalaureate diploma is a two-year qualification that certain schools (usually those privately funded) choose to run alongside NCEA. The IB course runs in the final two years of secondary school (Y12-13) and assessments are confined to the final year (Y13). Students who choose to do this qualification will typically have completed Level 1 NCEA in Y11.

---

² It is possible for high achieving students to do ‘accelerated’ study. E.g. a student who is in year 11 may study L2 NCEA and year 12 students may study at L3 and so forth.
³ For more detailed information about NCEA visit: http://www.nzqa.govt.nz/qualifications-standards/qualifications/ncea/understanding-ncea/how-ncea-works/
IB Music Standards:

There are multiple components in the IB music curriculum. The specific standards I refer to are:

- Listening
- Composition
- Solo Performance
- Group Performance

University Entrance (with NCEA or IB):

To gain University Entrance a student in New Zealand must have three approved L3 NCEA subjects, ten literacy credits at L2 or above, and ten numeracy credits at L1 or above. Alternatively, a student can gain university entrance by completing and passing the IB diploma.

First-Year University Requirements – BMus Classical Performance Students

Based on first-year performance degree requirements at Institution A, the following details a typical workload for students in their first year of study:

Four compulsory first year papers:

- Performance: Study/tuition in chosen instrument/voice
- Theory: Harmony and counterpoint, aural perception and keyboard studies
- Theory: Tonal music procedures, conventional forms, melodic and rhythmic dictation
- Musicology: Understanding Music Through the Lens of the 20th and 21st Centuries

At least two optional first-year papers:

- Musicology: e.g. Music history - Renaissance through to 21st century
- Performance: e.g. Accompanying, Large ensemble, or Dictation and language

---

4 This information is taken at the time of writing and course content is subject to yearly reviews and changes.
First-Year University Requirements – BMus Jazz Students

Six standard papers:

- Jazz performance: Competency in chosen instrument/voice, basic piano skills
- Jazz improvisation: Competency in improvisation skills and standard jazz language
- Jazz ensemble: Ensemble playing techniques, repertoire knowledge
- Musicology: Understanding Music Through the Lens of the 20\textsuperscript{th} and 21\textsuperscript{st} Centuries
- Jazz History: Political and social contexts
- Jazz Theory: Theoretical knowledge for composition, analysis, improvisation, and transposition

International Music Qualification Boards:

- ABRSM – Associated Board of the Royal Schools of Music
- Trinity College – Trinity College London

These two institutions are the British examination boards preferred by private music teachers in New Zealand. They offer both practical and theory examinations.

Additional Acronyms:

- NZQA New Zealand Qualifications Authority
- NZSO New Zealand Symphony Orchestra
- NZSSC New Zealand Secondary Schools Choir
- SLS Student Learning Services
- H.O.D. Head of Department
- IRMT Institute of Registered Music Teachers
Talking About Transition

An Exploration of the Secondary to Tertiary Transition Process for Music Students in a New Zealand Context

INTRODUCTION

If I had to reduce all of educational psychology to just one principle, I would say this: the most important single factor influencing learning is what the learner already knows. Ascertain this and teach him accordingly.

(Ausubel 1968)

In this often-quoted aphorism, the educational psychologist David Ausubel captures something intrinsic to the process of transition. He asks the educator to be concerned with a student’s prior learning and to consider how this particular knowledge can be extended in ways that will allow him or her to progress successfully in a chosen field of study. The quotation contains two inherent assumptions that I consider central to the successful transition for music students from secondary to tertiary study. The first is that a student cannot be expected to advance effectively if his or her prior knowledge is not taken into account, and the second is that diversity across any particular educational cohort is assumed: Ausubel does not say ‘students’.

Ascertaining any student’s prior knowledge, however, is complicated by the circumstances in which this knowledge is acquired. Throughout this study I explore the importance of how and under what circumstances a student comes to ‘know’, thus exploring the nature of these learning environments and considering how they shape learning and subjectivities is crucial. In the process, I reveal tensions surrounding notions of individuality and collectiveness. For example, this research suggests that despite individual levels of knowledge that students bring to their tertiary studies, the secondary level educational systems under which they study in New Zealand can result in significant homogenous subjectivities and approaches. In addition, many music students in New Zealand majoring in performance face particular challenges at degree level due to their identity as emerging performers rather than as academic students.
These particular tensions and anomalies are among the issues that I investigate in the pages that follow.

**Language**

A useful way in which to view the secondary to tertiary transition is through investigating language. Certain aspects of language, for example, institutional language, troublesome language, in addition to the empowering language used by students and educators are key to understanding the transitional issues facing music students in New Zealand. To foreground this idea, I introduce each chapter by examining certain aspects of language, for example, Chapter 2 details aspects of ‘troublesome language’ as a way of introducing the threshold concepts discussion that follows. More generally and by way of introduction to the politics and power of language, Henry Giroux provides this useful conceptual overview in an educational context:

One of the most important elements at work in the construction of experience and subjectivity in schools is language: language intersects with power just as particular linguistic forms structure and legitimate the ideologies of specific groups. Language is intimately related to power, and it constitutes the way that teachers and students define, mediate, and understand their relation to each other and the larger society. As [Mikhail] Bakhtin has pointed out, language is intimately related to the dynamics of authorship and voice. It is within and through language that individuals in particular historical contexts shape values into particular forms and practices. As part of the production of meaning, language represents a central force in the struggle for voice.

(1986, 59)
Language and Positionality

It was almost forty years ago that my secondary school principal handed me a single sheet of paper – my final testimonial. Of the hundred or so words written there only a few stood out as if written in bold type. They said: ‘Lynne is an average student of average ability’. Even then I could reason its inaccuracy, I had many skills, I was happy, gregarious, and successful in numerous ways – I had even represented my country. My principal was referring I imagine, because it was not specified, to my consistently average academic results, but for me it read as a broadly conceived and damning criticism. Despite all my successes then and in the years since, those few careless words continue to make their presence felt. Small setbacks take me back to a fundamental belief that I am, in reality, only ‘average’. I am not alone in this; many students of my generation have experienced similar disempowering teaching. I include this anecdote, therefore, to provide just one example of the power of language to produce lasting subjectivities. It is a salutatory message to educators.

Equally powerful, however, is the way that language can reveal student subjectivities and the enquiry that forms the basis of this thesis is essentially driven by this concept. I come to this area of education research as a result of my interest and involvement in various music education contexts over the last twenty years. In my role as a registered music teacher, I have assisted a number of students through the performance and theory components of the NCEA qualification’s three stages. As an adult tertiary music student, my relatively recent experience in undergraduate and postgraduate environments has given me direct experience of current music curricula at the tertiary level and indeed the associated challenges. Through relationships with other students both as a peer and as a tutor, I have gained a valuable perspective and particular insight into the types of issues facing students who have transitioned or are preparing to transition into music study at tertiary level. This experience leads me to some initial assumptions that this research is in part designed to test. The first is that New Zealand tertiary music institutions typically receive bodies of students whose diverse educational experiences result in baseline skills and knowledge that are far from standardised. Second, that the diversity of environments at secondary level implies variable modes of curriculum delivery. Third, I reason that tertiary entry qualifications tell only part of the story in terms of the students’ prior learning experiences. For these reasons and those concerning the consequences that these experiences have for the
student and institution alike, I believe that the transition between secondary and tertiary levels for music students is a necessary and important subject for research.

**Thesis Structure**

The main body of this thesis begins with a two-part literature review. The first section outlines the epistemological framework that informs my research approach. The second section details studies in the field that concern the student and includes discussions regarding students’ academic backgrounds, motivation, and engagement. This section also includes specific research in the secondary and tertiary education sectors in addition to observations concerning students’ personal beliefs about success and failure and their perceptions of the transitional process. A methodology section describing the qualitative, ethnographic, and interpretive approaches follows and the project parameters are detailed in the methods and processes section.

Chapters 1 and 3, when considered together, provide a ‘before and after’ framework of the secondary to tertiary transition process for music students majoring in performance. Both are underpinned by ethnographic and narrative approaches. Chapter 1 focuses on the pre-tertiary environment in New Zealand. I discuss issues and concerns related to New Zealand secondary school educational systems through the perspectives of secondary educators. The importance of student identity and engagement are also considered in this chapter through the first of two project case studies. The ‘after’ chapter, Chapter 3, introduces the second and more extensive case study. This case study serves two objectives: the first is to illuminate a lived reality of the secondary to tertiary transition through the experiences of a tertiary student about to complete her music degree. This case study also fulfils the second objective, which is to bring together issues and concerns that are discussed throughout this paper. Central to the thesis structure and central also to the transition process are discussions concerning threshold concepts. Chapter 2 takes a step back and focuses on the transition process through this theoretical lens. The crucial nature of students’ experiences in their first or ‘threshold year’ is made explicit here. As detailed earlier, each of the three chapters begin with a description and explanation that relates to the overall language theme and each conclude with a discussion section summarising the main points. The thesis concludes with summaries and conclusions.
LITERATURE

Epistemological framework

Music education’s most important stakeholders: music students at all levels.

(Bradley 2012, 412)

In order to be explicit about the assumptions and theories that underpin this work (Burnard 2007, 143), this section of the literature review explores the body of literature that examines the broader philosophical arguments that shape the paradigms of enquiry. In addition to privileging the student, as the inclusion of the quote above suggests, I have identified three areas of critical social theory that hold particular relevance to music students’ transition from secondary to tertiary study. These same issues inform, and often limit, on-going research initiatives and educational discourse. I begin with discussions concerning cultural capital and following this I consider issues of culture, class, ethnicity and gender. I conclude with theories concerning mythical norms, agency, and the student voice. Within these theoretical constructs and in the transitional process itself, I identify perspectives of both educators and students. Each have particular views of the secondary to tertiary transitional process and the tensions arising from these perspectives are theorised here and explored in more detail in the chapters that follow.

Cultural Capital

Pierre Bourdieu argues that the cultural capital invested in the mechanisms that drive institutional practice is difficult, if not impossible, to mediate by educational reform. He says, of the very close relationship between cultural practices and educational capital measured by qualifications, ‘the more the competences measured are recognised by the school system, and the more “academic” the techniques used to measure them, the stronger is the relation between performance and educational qualification’ (1984, 13). Musical complexity, for example, is one such quality that legitimises classical music as particularly valuable ideologically. Institutionalisation of
music study helps to perpetuate these ideologies; moreover, music education participates in the construction and perpetuation of ideologies about musical value. Highlighting the power and extent of education as cultural capital, Lucy Green states explicitly that it is music education that has ‘been a central mechanism in the establishment and maintenance of the classical canon’ (2012, 209).

Bourdieu also discusses what implications reified traditional teaching methods mean for the student. He explains that ‘if students are characterised as a unitary body and their diversity and interests are set aside, predetermined and hierarchically arranged knowledge becomes the disseminated cultural currency and, ultimately, the structuring principle around which the school curriculum is organized and legitimised’ (1984, 13). Such a predetermined and hierarchically arranged curriculum has equal implications for educators. Estelle Jorgensen, for example, maintains that Western educators’ preoccupation with musical instruction methods over the last two hundred years ignores the variety of ways in which people understand music. She comments that ‘the fact that instructional methods have been worked out to a high degree of sophistication and defended as if they were dogma is oppressive to teachers’ (1997, 91). Jorgensen believes, rather, that teachers are more empowered if they are able to work in creative and imaginative ways in order to meet students’ needs (1997, 91).

**Issues of Culture, Class, Ethnicity, and Gender**

The basis of many educational ideologies concerning student needs and teaching and learning practices are issues surrounding culture, class, ethnicity, and gender. In this, Giroux considers the overarching concepts of power relationships and agency when he comments that educators, purporting either radical or conservative ideologies, can be indifferent to democratic processes and the ways in which these processes are managed and negotiated by students in educational environments. These educators generally fail, he says, ‘to engage the politics of student voice and representation – the forms of narrative and dialogue around which students make sense of their lives and schools’. He asserts that such indifference is ‘at odds with the notion of human agency’ and further, they represent ‘a serious theoretical and political failing on the part of educators’ (1986, 48). To ameliorate such failings, Giroux suggests that educators need to confirm the experiences of students who are ‘silenced by the dominant culture of
schooling – which generally represent and legitimise the privileged voices of the white middle and upper classes’. Ultimately, he asks educators to be aware of how power, dependence, and social inequality enable and limit students in terms of class, race, and gender (1986, 64-5). Similarly, Paulo Freire addresses asymmetries of power relationships when he warns educators against disregarding cultural and creative knowledge in attempts to fill ‘empty vessels’ with deposited knowledge that is, at best, expressions of a dominant ideology (1985, 30).

In this context and more recently, specific learning and teaching strategies have been implemented to provide more diverse opportunities for students. There is evidence that certain strategies, for example those involving student choice, emphasis on aural learning methods, group work, and more self-directed learning, lead to increased motivation and more diverse opportunities for students from different classes and cultures. Students with such opportunities are more likely to succeed at all educational levels (Green 2012, 212). Deborah Bradley argues that:

Education is obliged not only to transmit officially sanctioned forms of knowledge but also work with the knowledge students bring to the classroom from their lives outside school. This is crucial if pedagogy is to be culturally relevant, and if students are to make meaningful, important, and durable connections between and among school knowledge, family life, community relationships, cultural practices and personal interests (2012, 414-15).

Green maintains that the traditions of Western classical music tend to reinforce social class and gender differences; however, she cautions that the introduction of multicultural or world music into the curriculum in order to mitigate ethnic barriers can be complex. In this, she gives examples of the reluctance by ethnic minority students to reveal their listening preferences, for example Hindi film music. She explains that students can be ‘shamed and secretive’ due principally to peer pressure and thus these complexities mean that multiculturalism in music education can ‘unwittingly affirm ethnic power and status differentials rather than breaking them down’ (2012, 214).
Paradoxically, the only way to think of students collectively might be through acknowledging their diversity. Elizabeth Ellsworth, for example, argues that students are not, as some educationalists assume of a student body, some mythical norm typically assumed, among other attributes, to be young, white, heterosexual, Christian, and English-speaking (1989, 323). In essence, these unique individuals with their diverse needs and expectations problematise the very term ‘student voice’ (1989, 312). Giroux, who maintains that it is important to acknowledge students’ subjectivities, articulates the importance of this. He says students have diverse readings, mediations and behaviours that affect their responses in particular educational contexts. He stresses that educators need to be attentive to the ‘histories, dreams, and experiences’ that students bring to the classroom and argues further that we should ‘interrogate the ways in which people create stories, memories, and narratives that posit a sense of determination and agency’ (1986, 64).

If institutions are attentive to the diversity of experiences that students bring to their tertiary study then it is difficult to justify describing them as ‘ill-prepared’ as Robert Gauldin and Mary Wennerstrom, for example, have suggested when referring to subjects such as harmony and counterpoint. They charge that: ‘Many entering college students are ill prepared not only in this standard body of music, but also in areas such as basic language ability and knowledge of general history and culture’ (1989, 68). If students are failing to meet set standards and if the institutional focus is on reorganising rather than revisiting curriculum content then, as Giroux comments, ‘not only do the students bear the sole responsibility for school [or course] failure, but also there is little room for questioning the ways in which administrators and teachers actually create and sustain the problems they attribute to students’ (1986, 59).

These theories and observations regarding issues of cultural capital, power relationships and agency, the diversity of student needs, and the organisation and legitimisation of curriculum design are at the heart of this project’s parameters and approach. Underlying this and fundamental to exploring the narratives of students and educators is an urgent need to understand how educators and students interpret their teaching and learning environments. It is something that I reiterate and explore throughout taking my lead from Ellsworth who proposes cultivating a ‘third ear’ that
‘listens not for what a student knows (discrete packages of knowledge) but for the
terms that shape a student’s knowing ...’ (1997, 71).

Research in the Field

In this section of the literature review I principally address transitional research that
focuses on the student. Research concerning the student includes discussions of
students’ diversity of backgrounds, their identities and attitudes, their confidence and
status, and the crucial nature of their prior knowledge and experiences. The
institutional research detailed here is also student-centric; it includes matters relating to
transition, organisational priorities, relevance of prescribed courses, and awareness of
the diversity of student backgrounds. Jan Parker, for example, believes in regard to
successful transitions that it is the universities that have the responsibility to bridge
gaps; the responsibility, she insists, does not lie with the individual. The focus,
therefore, shifts to examining curricula, assessment practices, and teaching
methodologies in order to consider the extent to which they impede or facilitate student
access (2003, 63). Access to higher education, she argues, is ‘an issue of institutional
and systematic transformation rather than individual remediation’ (ibid.).

The transition from secondary to tertiary study for music students has not been the
focus of specific research undertaken in New Zealand, however, research centered on
the secondary-school sector is particularly relevant in terms of curriculum design and
student preparation. With regard to knowledge acquisition at the secondary-school
level Graham McPhail, lecturer in Critical Studies in Education at Auckland University,
has written extensively about on-going music curriculum restructuring that has led to
significant diversification in terms of knowledge structures, content, and specification
differentiation (vertical and horizontal discourse), he maintains that music as a subject
has specific and unique requirements with regard to knowledge acquisition that
requires diverse approaches that include both hierarchical (vertical) structures in
addition to conceptual awareness of stylistic segmented conventions (horizontal)
(McPhail, 2012b). Despite the positive benefits of variety in curriculum content and
flexibility of study choices that are designed to meet the needs of the students,
McPhail’s concerns lie with a lack of awareness in curriculum design, which presumes
such approaches to be dichotomous. As a result of a growing emphasis on flexible and horizontal approaches, there is considerable ‘under-specification of knowledge content and progression’ that ultimately hinders student learning (2012b). Essentially, McPhail believes that *The New Zealand Curriculum*\(^5\) ‘appears to support knowers over knowledge’ and the regionalised flexible framework results in allowing ‘teachers to avoid assessing, and presumably teaching, areas that their students may find less relevant or more difficult’ (2012b). ‘Universities’, he claims, ‘have no choice but to respond to curriculum changes as students with a lack of traditional knowledge but new and varied skills undertake tertiary study’ (2012b).

Research beyond New Zealand that focuses specifically on music student transition makes up the larger proportion of the relevant literature and like Parker’s research detailed above, the following are examples of work that has been undertaken in Australia and the United Kingdom. As members of the former British Commonwealth, New Zealand and Australia have close links to Britain and the British-derived education systems. In addition to recognising work undertaken in these countries, I have considered educational research that looks at the secondary to tertiary transitional process more generally as the many transitional issues raised in the chapters that follow are inter-disciplinary.

A commissioned report by Peter Renshaw for the Queensland Conservatorium is an example of such institutional research. The report, designed to investigate their strategic future, questions existing practices and re-positions notions of agency toward the student and his or her present and future needs. Renshaw identifies key issues and larger pedagogical initiatives that need to be negotiated within the constraints of organisational concerns and priorities. Among the questions he asks of any organisation focused on change and preparing for the future are: ‘How far is the training sector reappraising its patterns of organization and the scope and diversity of its courses in order to respond to the wide range of musical genres and artistic practices within the music industry? Does the content of courses, and the environment in which

\(^5\) The National Curriculum is composed of *The New Zealand Curriculum* and *Te Marautanga o Aotearoa*, which set the direction for student learning and provide guidance for schools as they design and review their curriculum. For further information visit: http://nzcurriculum.tki.org.nz/The-New-Zealand-Curriculum
students learn produce the kind of musicians who will be able to thrive and adapt within a multi-stranded industry? Does the scope and diversity of courses offered respond to the wide range of musical genres and artistic practice within the music industry’? Renshaw comments that institutions like the Queensland Conservatorium must realign their priorities if staff and students are going to meet the needs of a changing world. In this, and in the context of the present study, I consider the next observation he makes central. ‘Institutions must’, he asserts, ‘encourage innovatory approaches and position research and continuing professional development as the artistic and educational motor which underpins the work of the institution’ (2002, 13-16). The insistence on these kind of innovatory approaches is taking hold if not always in practice at least in discourse that prioritises the current needs of music students and the futures of music student graduates. There is, for example, extensive literature that calls for questioning the veracity, relevance, and practicality of simply transmitting values from the past (Bradley 2012, Carey 2004, Giroux 1986, Jorgensen 1997, Parker, 2003, Tregear 2014).

Of the quantitative studies weighted toward accumulating and interpreting statistical data, one such example examines undergraduate success rates by investigating students’ background variables. In this research, Carole Harrison attempts to predict theory, aural, and keyboard component grades based on measures of academic ability and formally tested musical aptitude. For reasons that include the contested notions of both ‘ability’ and ‘aptitude’, and despite complex quantitative analysis, her conclusions are variable and perhaps predictable. Harrison concedes, for example, that variations in grades go unexplained; effects of musical experience are ‘unclear’ as are grades related to what she refers to as the ‘principal instrument factor’ (1990, 184). Other related studies aim to develop an understanding of students’ own beliefs about success and failure (Asmus 1986, Spencer 1993). While empirical studies of this sort provide valuable statistical starting points and offer general observations that contribute to a wider knowledge base in the field, they typically remain disconnected to wider pedagogical concerns and initiatives. If studies such as these presume of a student body a mythical norm, their findings, if any, are rarely transferable and as such are of limited value to the wider educational community. As I argue in more detail later, quantitative

---

6 These issues were previously raised by Rick Rogers in ‘Creating a Land with Music’ 2002.
approaches in general may tell us if something is, or is not, working - they do not, however, reveal the complexities of why that is so.

By way of contrast and with reference to future employment trajectories, the collaborative mixed-method study by Rosie Burt et al. acknowledges student diversity as it relates to prior learning engagement and current learning approaches. Through semi-structured interviews, these authors attempt to understand students’ own ideas about their learning and about their future aspirations (2007). Similarly, Karen Burland and Stephanie Pitts look at students’ perceptions of the transition process. They found that, in addition to difficulties negotiating responsibility for timetabling, tutorials, lectures, workshops, lessons, and practice, many music students feel a loss of the star status that they enjoyed at secondary school. The adjustment from being ‘one of the best musicians at school to being one of similarly skilled people presents particular challenges for many music students’ (2007, 303). Burland and Pitts make three observations that relate specifically to the present topic and that I address in my approach. Firstly, they find that lecturers typically have no direct knowledge of styles and content of secondary level curriculum and in general have out-dated assumptions about students’ prior learning. Secondly, they stress that students’ attitudes to learning are inevitably shaped both academically and socially by their school experiences and their expectations of university life. Lastly, they note that consistency of academic and musical skills cannot be assumed across a given cohort and argue that there is a responsibility for lecturers, with support from their institutions, to address this (2007, 290-295). Anthony Cook and Janet Lecky support these views and contend that in order to ease the student transition, it is essential that ‘university staff have an informed view of the diversity in the backgrounds, needs and aspirations of the students they teach’ (1999, 158). Additionally, they comment that there needs to be ‘greater awareness among academic staff of the qualities and skills which new students bring to their university studies as well as explicit statements of those qualities and skills which are desirable to assist new university students to study effectively’ (1999, 170).

Burland and Pitts’ data indicates strong transferability across the domains of performance and academic confidence - that is, for students, confidence in one area of study transfers to confidence in others. My own research does not reveal the same ‘strong transferability’ for reasons that I discuss further in Chapter 1. In this regard, I respond to their challenge that asks for further enquiry into the extent to which learning
attitudes from school shape students’ academic development (2007, 299). Expanding on her collaborative work, Pitts (2013) privileges the student perspective using interviews and a qualitative approach in her study of transition. She cites course difficulties and living away from home as the principal reasons for students leaving university and identifies minimal awareness of course content in addition to dissatisfaction with teachers/lecturers as the main difficulties for students. Although a reasonable starting point, Pitts does not adequately document the reasons why course difficulties or minimal awareness of course content are significant in students’ withdrawals.

Performance students’ musical identities, as I discuss further in Chapter 1, are significant in determining how they will approach their tertiary music studies. It is something that others consider in their research albeit in slightly altered contexts. Pitts, for example, finds that students’ identities as musicians are challenged at tertiary level and that they are often ‘critical of their entitlement to be called musicians’ (2013, 217). Henry Kingsbury makes a related point about confidence and identity. He notes that, ‘students’ talent, a mark of their remarkable individuality, suddenly becomes a mark of similarity with all the other performance students (1988, 4-5).

Specific studies that pertain to institutional concerns and that motivate further research in the transitional field include a study by Russell Gavin who addresses issues of transition and experiences amongst music education students at tertiary level. Although pre-tertiary experience is noted and included in his questions and surveys, Gavin’s focus is on student persistence or withdrawal factors. His findings suggest, ‘frustratingly’ by his own admission, that some traits thought to be consistent among persisting music students might also be consistent among withdrawn students. In this respect, he suggests that further research examining pre-tertiary traits among the population of withdrawn students is needed as well as developing a more detailed understanding of the experiences students encounter. In the context of the previous observations regarding relevancy and agency by Giroux and Peter Tregear, it is most significant that Gavin found that all withdrawing students were still actively involved in music making and foresaw that music was going to be a major part of their on-going lives (Gavin 2012).

---

7 The notion of ‘talent’ is yet another debated construct. In this context Kingsbury uses the word to mean ‘ability’.
Alternative research approaches that address the student specifically include the interest in student-based teaching and learning strategies. Such studies have been an example of the recognition that more traditional educational models are no longer satisfying the diverse needs of students. Student-based programme initiatives are well documented and are approached from a variety of perspectives. Researchers are, for example, rejecting the notion that teachers are the primary source of knowledge and are proposing that pedagogical approaches must recognise the abilities of students to direct their own learning (Lebler 2008). There is also awareness that students do not share the same ‘musical habitus’ (Regelski 2004) and that they have different objectives behind their engagement with any subject. As a result, these differences in habitus impact on how any subject is digested across the student group (2004).

As a musical habitus is inherently part of a larger cultural habitus, it is understandable that attentiveness to accommodating cultural diversity is more evident in today’s classrooms. This cultural awareness is driving more recent initiatives in music education. This research tells us that knowledge needs to be culturally relevant and institutions must work with the knowledge that students bring to the classroom if they are to make meaningful connections between ‘school knowledge’ and their communities, cultural practices and personal interests (Bradley 2012, De Graaf and Wolbers 2003, Green 2005, Rideout 2005, Small 1996). These ideas are supported more generally by others who, in discussion concerning curriculum relevancy, argue that students are often faced with fragmented and segregated courses that seem to have little connection with or relevance to each other or to the students’ own lives. If students’ interests, ideas, and abilities are considered in pedagogical practice, the learning process becomes much more meaningful and the subject areas they face are no longer just a series of irrelevant hurdles to be jumped in order to satisfy some externally imposed requirement (Jorgensen 1997, McCoy 2011, Parker 2003, Servias 2011).

In the New Zealand context, cultural, statistical, and evaluative studies motivated by poor retention and pass rates of Maori students at tertiary level include those who consider the moderating effects of well-being, cultural identity (knowledge of whakapapa, tikanga, te reo Maori, whenua, and whanaungatanga), and
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8 Whakapapa – genealogy, which create a foundation of meaning.
perceptions of academic control (control students feel they have over their academic outcomes) as empowering resources in relation to stress and academic motivation in the university environment (Watene 2006, Gavala & Flett 2005). In terms of well-being, persistence, and success, these researchers note the importance in providing culturally congruent environments - often informal and interactive - for Maori students. Gavala and Flett also accept that further research is required regarding ‘appropriate measurement tools to identify specific components of a diverse Maori cultural reality’ (2005, 57, my emphasis). Examining such cultural diversity - mindful of aforementioned mythical norms associated with any student group - is arguably best achieved through ethnographic approaches as I argue through the narrative methodology I employ in Chapter 3.

**Research Questions**

The many topics addressed in the literature review inform my research approach to a greater or lesser extent. I consider it problematic, for example, if traditional or conservative ideologies are perpetuated in music education if, as a result, students then take full responsibility for course failure. It is equally problematic if social and cultural barriers are reinforced through pedagogical practice or if students are identified as a unitary body and their diverse interests are set aside. The research questions arising from the literature and that I address in a specifically New Zealand context are: Do secondary and tertiary educators have sufficient knowledge of each other’s educational environments? Do they assume levels of knowledge across the student cohort? Are students’ diverse needs being accommodated? Are students getting access to important, powerful and portable knowledge? Lastly, to what extent are students’ pre-tertiary educational experiences, ideological constructs, and expectations of their tertiary study affecting their approaches and attitudes to learning? In making efforts to understand perceptions and ‘learning attitudes’, and by focusing specifically on the New Zealand context, the intention here is to broaden our understanding of both the educational and
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9 Tikanga – customary system of values and traditions.
10 Te reo Maori – Maori language
11 Whenua - literally means the land or alternatively placenta, however, it refers to the deep associations with place and nurturing concepts through one’s birth and those of one’s ancestors.
12 Whanaungatanga – relationship, connection, or in this context - the concept of inclusive learning.
socio-cultural influences that are brought to bear on students’ future learning at the tertiary level.

**Thesis Statement**

This thesis explores the transition between secondary and tertiary study for music students majoring in performance in New Zealand. Whether a student transitions successfully or not has considerable repercussions for the student and the institution alike. This research suggests that significant numbers of performance students do not engage with the more theoretical aspects of their tertiary music degrees for reasons that are directly connected to their pre-tertiary educational experiences. Moreover, I suggest that these students can be actively resistant to acquiring knowledge in areas of the tertiary music curriculum that they perceive as falling outside those necessary for becoming a performer. In this, and with regard to these pre-tertiary educational and socio-cultural experiences, I find that understanding how and under what circumstances a student comes to know is crucial.

In a specifically New Zealand context, I argue that variable delivery of music education across secondary schools contributes significantly to the diversity of students’ baseline skills and knowledge they arrive with at university. Despite this, the same pre-tertiary environments are contributing to considerable homogenous and often counterproductive subjectivities. For performance students, identity formations are significant. In this, whether a student identifies himself or herself as a musician or as an academic student is particularly relevant with regard to his or her engagement with tertiary music studies. Students have their own understandings of their musical identities, musical education, and musical development. By exploring the language they use to describe these understandings, I believe we discover an opportunity to comprehend the ways in which they will or will not approach new learning situations at university.
METHODOLOGY

Qualitative Research, Ethnographic Description, and Interpretivism

In being attentive to students’ experiences and conscious of the processes surrounding knowledge acquisition, the methodologies that inform my approach are essentially interpretivism and ethnography. Interpretivism is characterised by a concern for the individual; it places emphasis on a social reality and on human agency and with the understanding that people interpret reality in different ways. Realities, in this sense, are multiple, constructed and context dependent and to work within the interpretive paradigm is to make efforts to get inside the person and understand them from within (Cohen, Manion, and Morrison 2011, 17, 219). Similarly, interpretivism assumes anthropology is a semiotic endeavour, thus ‘interpretive practice traces the manner in which meaning is ascribed’ (Geertz 1973, 20). Ethnographic description is interpretive of the ‘flow of discourse’ and the interpreting involved consists in trying to ‘rescue the “said” of such discourse from its perishing occasions and fix it in pursuable terms’ (1973, 20).

As stated earlier, this project stems from interests and concerns in a community that I have involvement in and direct knowledge of. As Deborah Wong notes, ethnographic work within one’s own community allows for a certain honesty and authenticity. Consequently, employing ethnographic strategies within an interpretive framework works toward an understanding of particularities in a specific environment. The ethnographic process then, in this context, endeavours to make broader observations suggested by those particularities (2004, 8). We are in a better position to understand student perspectives through the use of such approaches and this is critical if educationalists are to develop practices that are both relevant and inclusive and if they wish to have an informed view of the diversity in the backgrounds, needs and aspirations of the students they teach (Cook and Leckey 1999, 158).

The overarching qualitative approach of this project, as suggested previously, is motivated by a belief that empirical and quantitatively weighted research may tell us something about what is happening in any situation, it will not, however, tell us why.
Edward Asmus, for example, wrote that he believed one day a ‘reliable and valid measurement device’ would be found that would further research into the motivation factor in students’ musical achievement. In a study that essentially deals with students’ own beliefs about their successes and failures, he sought a comprehensive factor analysis that he reasoned could be ‘validated empirically’ (1986, 275). In this sense he was attempting to objectify socially constructed realities; by doing so his empirical methodology was perhaps misdirected. By contrast, the approach here relies upon ‘thick description’ (Geertz, 1973) where the conceptual structures and meanings of student perspectives are contrasted against the ‘thin description’ of uninterpreted factual accounts. On this, Clifford Geertz is worth quoting at length:

If anthropological interpretation is constructing a reading of what happens, then to divorce it from what, in this time or that place, specific people say, what they do, what is done to them, from the whole vast business of the world – is to divorce it from its applications and render it vacant. (1973, 18)

As others have argued, ‘narratives are a foil to the supremacy of coding and coding derived analysis’ (Cohen et al. 2011, 552). This interpretive and ethnographic approach ensures that qualitative accounts refine data collected and as such are perhaps subject to interpretive construction but not invention. Additionally, collected information avoids the naivety that both empirical and statistical analysis has in seeking to guarantee the quality of the work (Morrison 2002).

**Case Studies**

The inclusion of case studies in this thesis augments my commitment to the notion of privileging the expression of student voices. A case study methodology allows the students to speak for themselves with descriptive detail that enables the reader to reach an understanding that is more meaningful and more coherent than is possible through theory or principle alone. As a prototypical instance of mixed methods research, case studies observe real effects in real contexts – they explain, describe, illustrate, and enlighten (Cohen et al. 2011, 289-91). Music education, as an academic discipline,
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13 ‘Thick’ and ‘thin’ description is terminology borrowed by Geertz from Gilbert Ryle.
straddles the boundaries of thought and action and work within this field needs to reflect the demands of balancing theoretical principles with practical realities. The use of case studies, in this context, is intended to fuse the theory and the practice to enable a clearer understanding of issues that are presented with rich description and detail. By privileging student perspectives, this thesis argues that understanding the diverse musical and schooling experiences with which students arrive at university leads to more meaningful learning and teaching practices. In this, Paul Black and Dylan Wiliam ask simply: ‘Do I know enough about my students to be able to help them?’ (1998, 10).

As outlined in the introduction, the two case studies used in Chapters 1 and 3 respectively, when viewed together, can be seen to form a framework of the secondary to tertiary transitional process. The first of these studies is ‘representative’ (Cohen et al. 2011, 291) and details high school perceptions and tertiary study expectations from ‘Liz’ a student intending to further her music study at university. The second study is more ‘revelatory’ (ibid.) and focuses on ‘Ata’ a student in the final throes of completing her courses in order to graduate with a Bachelor of Music majoring in vocal performance. In both cases I endeavour to leave the students’ narrative relatively free from interspersed commentary and reserve the majority of this for the concluding sections.
METHODS & PROCESSES

Content Analysis

Content analysis ‘defines the process of summarising and reporting written data - the main contents and data and their messages’ (Cohen et al. 2011, 563). This project methodology requires the study and interpretation of material or texts gathered principally through surveys and interviews. In this respect, content analysis is the process by which one analyses, interrogates, and summarises these texts through the use of pre-existing categories and emergent themes in order to generate or test a theory (2011, 564). It is particularly useful in the ethnographic context as its focus is on language and linguistic features - placing meaning in context and thus breaking down linguistically constituted facts (2011, 563-64).

Defining the Project Population

The research population refers not only to the people involved in this project, but to the ‘domains of analysis’ (2011, 564) – that is the text, surveys, interviews conversations, from which thematic analysis is derived.

The principal participants in this research project are:

- Fifty-eight classical and jazz tertiary performance students at a large, comprehensive music school based at one of New Zealand’s more research-intensive universities (Institution A). All students have attended secondary schools in New Zealand.

Other participants include:

- Performance students in Years 12 and 13 at Wellington secondary schools who intend to study music at a university.

14 Discussions regarding performance degrees at tertiary institutions are limited to universities as opposed to performance music courses at Institutes of Technology and Polytechnics in New Zealand. The latter are another context which might reveal different findings than those described in this study.
15 There is room for research into aspects of transition for students who have had their secondary preparation outside New Zealand. These students are not, however, the focus of this project.
Music educators based in Wellington

- Secondary School
- University (limited to specific performance tutors)
- IRMT

**Principal Survey Group - Tertiary Music Students**

- Initial Survey\(^{16}\) - Following a verbal explanation of my Master’s project, an initial survey was administered to music students enrolled at Institution A. By targeting students in a 100-level compulsory course the intention was to have the majority of respondents in their first year of tertiary study. Other classes surveyed, in this purposive sample, were orchestral rehearsals and a variety of instrumental and vocal performance workshops; these included students at all levels. There were three layers of enquiry that the survey interrogated:

  - Basic details - age, location of secondary schooling, music major (e.g. voice, cello, music studies), and current year of study.
  - Pre-tertiary experiences - performance and theory qualifications, extent of musical engagement and activities, details of music tuition both private and through the various educational systems.
  - Transitional experiences – perceptions of academic and musical preparation for university study and experiences and challenges at university. This level allowed for personal and interpretive responses, for example, reasons given for choosing to study music at university.

- Follow-up Student Questionnaire\(^{17}\) - Students were asked in the initial survey to provide contact details if they were willing to participate further in the study. Responses (seventy-three) to the original survey were collated and various observations and statistics gathered. Using the survey to screen potential participants (Cohen et al. 2011, 22), students who did not have their secondary schooling in New Zealand were eliminated. It was also at this point I considered the response from the performance students to be sufficient material

\(^{16}\) See appendix I, pg. 97 (This initial survey was originally designed for all music majors.)

\(^{17}\) See appendix II pg. 101.
for a detailed focus. Thus, the follow-up questionnaire was distributed by email to these fifty-eight performance students. This questionnaire clarified questions that pertained to these students’ original survey answers and included additional questions that elicited finer detail regarding their perceptions of the secondary to tertiary transition process.

- Semi-Structured Interviews - In addition to the survey and questionnaire, an important element of information gathering was to conduct semi-structured interviews where ideas from the questionnaire, for example, were discussed at greater length. Interview lengths ranged on average between forty-five and ninety minutes and were transcribed verbatim. The interview participants were chosen by their willingness to participate further in the research process (see surveys above) and by reviewing survey and questionnaire answers that were particularly detailed with regard to the secondary to tertiary transition process. The editing of these transcripts in this document is limited to thematic arrangement with small word changes where it is necessary to maintain anonymity. Where required, square brackets are used to clarify or qualify.

The following graphs and statistics provide an aid to understanding the boundaries of the study and the participants involved. This mixed method approach increases the accuracy of data and provides a more complete picture of phenomenon thus ameliorating potential weaknesses of a single approach (Cohen et al. 2011, 22).
In addition to the respondents from the 100-level compulsory course, the spread of vocal and instrumental performers/respondents was largely determined by the accessibility and willingness of the students, lecturers, and tutors concerned.
Figure III: Performance Majors - Vocal and Instrumental Split

Figure III shows that despite some performance majors being more highly represented than others, there is nevertheless a relatively equal distribution of survey respondents between vocal and instrumental performers.

Figure IV: Performance Students’ Secondary School Education Systems

As the principal secondary school education system in New Zealand, NCEA is highly represented as the system under which the majority of performance students surveyed have previously studied.
Secondary School Students

The two secondary students featured in this thesis completed an adapted survey\(^{18}\) and participated in the semi-structured interview process. They were selected on the basis that they were known in their respective musical communities as seeking to further their studies at the tertiary level. They represent both vocal and instrumental pre-tertiary performance experience; they represent different genders, attend different schools, and have differing educational experiences. Both study under the NCEA system.

Educators

- Information gathered from educators in Wellington has been conducted via semi-structured interviews.\(^{19}\) A purposive sample of secondary educators was chosen on the basis that the teaching of the principal qualifications offered to secondary school music students in New Zealand - namely NCEA and IB - were represented.
- The IRMT teachers detailed in this study also have considerable involvement with music teaching music in secondary schools and with the NCEA assessment processes.
- The student-centric approach of this project meant the interviewing of tertiary educators at Institution A fell outside the parameters of this study. I did, however, undertake a semi-structured interview with the vocal tutor of ‘Ata’ the vocal performance student featured in the Chapter 3 case study.

All participants quoted in this thesis have been given pseudonyms allowing for freedom of expression and opinion. The gender of each contributor remains unchanged. Following University ethics protocol, all participants are given the opportunity to view transcripts and/or withdraw their consent should they wish to do so.\(^{20}\)

\(^{18}\) See appendix III pg. 103.
\(^{19}\) See Educator’s Interview Framework, appendix VI, p. 109.
\(^{20}\) See ethics information & consent processes appendices IV, p. 105 and V p. 107.
CHAPTER ONE
A Language of Possibility – In Preparation

Introduction

Language and empowerment are central to emancipatory pedagogy. Language shapes the way that individuals and groups ‘encode’ and engage with the world. It ‘projects, imposes, and constructs particular norms and forms of meaning, in this sense, language does more than merely present information; in actuality, it is used as a basis both to instruct and produce subjectivities’ (Giroux 1986, 59). Schools are not innocent in this respect; they produce hegemonic certainties that have inherent power asymmetries that block possibilities for agency among students (1986, 58-9).

This chapter focuses on the New Zealand secondary-school sector and the preparatory stages of the secondary to tertiary transition. Interviews are conducted with: Hugh and Lynda – H.O.D.s of Music at their respective secondary schools; also with IRMT members, Deborah and Emma who combine private studio teaching with secondary school music teaching and with assessing at performance competitions and NCEA performance recitals respectively. Through these educators’ commentaries and perspectives, it is possible to get an overview of the way in which the two secondary school qualifications, NCEA and IB, are taught and conceptualised. Issues regarding the benefits of learning through creative, contextualised, and integrated processes versus systems that are heavily weighted towards continual assessments are discussed as are tensions surrounding the philosophical constructs of system design and the realities of curriculum delivery. Discussions about certain expectations of secondary and tertiary institutions highlight the importance of establishing lines of communication between these sectors. The first of this project’s two case studies, which concludes the chapter, illustrates how issues concerning student identity, perceptions, and expectations of university influence future engagement with learning at the tertiary level.
Hugh is H.O.D of music at a secondary school that combines teaching of both NCEA and IB curricula. He has a personal preference for the IB philosophy, which he argues is more attuned to learning processes and less focused on continual assessments that he believes are more characteristic of NCEA. The value of process versus product learning is now well established in educational discourse. As David Elliott argues, for example, process is key. It is through teaching processes, he says, ‘that educators teach students how to continue developing their musicianship in the future. This can only be achieved by involvement in musical problem solving and critical reflection’ (2005, 12).

With reference to an inherent link between process, integrated learning, and praxis, he comments further that students learn effectively when they are ‘engaged by rich and meaningful projects; when the artistic learning is anchored in artistic production’ (2005, 12). In this light it is interesting to consider the differences in the two educational systems from Hugh’s perspective.

Hugh - From my experience, I feel IB better prepares the student for tertiary study. It’s a two-year course, starting at Year 12 and there are no assessments in the first year other than if the school chooses to do internal ones – practice ones. The problem with NCEA is that the focus is always on getting the assessments done and preparing for the assessments and there’s not enough time really to explore like you do with IB. The thing I like about the marking in IB is that it starts with the marking at zero and then you look for things and the marks go up for each point area that’s correct or done well. Even if an answer in ‘Theory’ or ‘Score Reading’ is not the right answer but the logic behind it is correct and they’ve just come up with the wrong conclusion – they can still get a mark for it. I like this because it shows that they’ve actually been thinking about it. For example, one of things they have to answer in the ‘Listening’ paper is the context of the piece - so which era it is from. So, even if they get the answer wrong but the logic is sound, then they will get marks, which I do like because it actually rewards them for thinking. Another thing about the IB courses is that all the assessments are quite long so it’s quite like university where you are given a project and you have quite a bit of time to complete it and
there’s a lot of research involved and talking to people and really in-depth discussions about what you’re studying. They have time to do that because it’s a two-year course. For me [the problem with] NCEA is having all the assessments at Year 11 and Year 12. I just think it’s wasting education by doing that – you can’t teach when you’re preparing for assessments all the time. Really there are only terms one to three because term four is when it all happens. My preference would be to have the assessments scrapped so you can focus on educating the kids properly – not just in music but all the subjects.

Hugh and I discussed the value of integrating various different aspects of the IB music programme. In reference to the IB composition portfolios and integrated performing components, Hugh explains the process and his belief that this sets students up well for a university environment.

Hugh - I encourage the students to write for one of our instrumental groups - so nothing that is out of the range of their playing skills. It’s worked out quite well so they get to hear it performed live which is all part of the learning, because often there are sections that don’t work with live instruments and they have to go back and re-write it. So, there’s all this fine-tuning and [in the process] they’ve understood the idiosyncrasies of the instruments. That’s really good learning. We have the time to do that - unlike NCEA when you’re really pushed to get the composing internals done in a couple of terms - we’ve got eighteen months to fine tune. I think all these things are university-friendly: the way that the composing is done as a portfolio and the performing as a recital, and the way the listening paper is done in terms of the variety. [There is] so much more time than with NCEA where you’re just barrelling down to get the standards done. You’ve really only got nine months to do them in. That’s where it falls down because they can’t put music in context properly in NCEA because it’s so assessment focused - get the score reading done, get the theory learnt, get the solo performances out of the way. I try to relate them to each other as much as I can, but the assessments just loom all the time. I don’t think that
prepares kids for a tertiary course very well because it compartmentalises things too much; the units are all different entities.

This compartmentalisation aspect of pre-tertiary education has considerable implications for tertiary studies and I expand on this further in Chapter 2 where I detail comments from a number of performance students. Hugh reiterates the nature of compartmentalisation when I ask him whether there are aspects of NCEA that he does find valuable:

Hugh - The Score Reading in NCEA has the most value – two to three scores with questions, analysis, transposing, intervals, and terms etc. So it’s basically just an applied theory paper. No listening, which is a shame because it would be nice to hear these pieces. I do play these in class if I can. I say [to the students] “you’re not going to get this in your exam – but it is nice to hear it”. When I’m teaching about motifs and themes, I can show them what they look like, but it doesn’t really make sense until I play them examples. Then they go: “Is it that easy?” - “Is that how you do it?” It’s a shame NCEA misses out that part – the actual listening to music as opposed to looking at a score. All the listening stuff – where is it? Unless you’re doing Music Works, there aren’t listening components in any other unit.

As our conversation continued it became clear that despite the perceived benefits of IB music, this particular system is not always deliverable and student perceptions appear to be the determining factor. I asked Hugh which system he generally recommends to students who might potentially study music at university.

Hugh - I tend to recommend IB pathway but then the problem is they [the students] have to look at the other subjects because in IB you have to do one subject from the six different strands, for example, science, humanities, English, and you have to do a second language - that’s compulsory. We only offer Spanish and a lot of kids don’t want to be picking up Spanish for the first time in Year 12. That puts kids off. Yeah, actually, the best musicians I have are doing NCEA music – they didn’t want to do the IB course because of the workload and the second language. They’re outstanding musicians and they’re good academically as well. But then, I
don’t think NCEA prepares you very well for uni. [For example], we don’t do the Aural paper as such; we do aural in lessons but we don’t do the Aural paper because we’re only allowed to offer twenty-one credits per subject so, by the time I’ve got Group and Solo Performance out of the way there’s only one external paper you can do. Some boys elect to do it and they can, but I can’t offer it.

It might be that Hugh is correct in saying that IB better prepares students for university music study and that it is preferable in terms of meaningful project lengths and the integration of musicianship components. Tertiary performance students Alice and Eve make comments to this effect:

Alice – I guess I found theory and essay writing easier than some of my peers because I took IB Music at high school.

Eve – I did the IB Diploma, so I did higher-level music. This was a very essay based course, so my analysis is probably quite good in comparison to NCEA students who haven’t had as much practice.

The realities of delivery and the benefits of these approaches are lost, however, if the students are opting out of studying the IB curriculum for reasons of expediency or, as one student I spoke to demonstrates, if the teaching of study and revision strategies do not support the benefits of the delayed assessments.

Sophie - I hated IB; it’s really hard work - and how would you like being tested on something you were taught eighteen months ago!?

The practicalities and consequences of delivery are not limited to the IB curriculum. The huge scope of credits and the broad way in which NCEA assessments are applied across the country means that certain papers, although relevant and competently taught, cannot be accepted as entry level prerequisites by the universities. Lynda, H.O.D. of music, has considerable experience with teaching NCEA music. She makes this point about the NCEA L3 Works paper:

Lynda - The thing is these kids, with us, have done Level 3 Works papers; they’ve analysed music, they’ve done the form, the tonality, and
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the harmony and all of that, but it’s not the paper that’s recognised [by the universities] for those skills. All of our kids that have done the Level 3 Works paper would be more than capable of doing the theory required for university, but the hard thing for the university is that the teaching of those things is not consistent. You know, we do the orchestral works and something that might be quite challenging but other kids [at other schools] might be doing the same thing with a pop song. So, it’s hard for the university – they couldn’t use something like that.

Lynda’s comments open up discussions concerning some of the differing philosophical approaches to secondary school music education. The NCEA curriculum and assessment design, for example, caters for students who begin taking itinerant music lessons at secondary school or who are generally engaged and interested in music. For example, a student who begins their weekly guitar, flute, or singing lessons in Y9 can progress through the five years of secondary music tuition and classes and be confident with the assessments at NCEA Levels 1 to 3. In this sense, the system could be described as having its basis in a ‘music for all’ philosophy. While this system and approach offers valuable access to numerous students, in terms of the students whose interest and future require a graduated pathway to university music study, problems exist with applying the same curriculum and assessment criteria. Lynda disagreed with my ‘music for all’ labelling of the NCEA system as in her school there is every effort made to cater to the different needs of all her music students. She does, however, concede that these efforts are not uniformly applied throughout New Zealand.

Lynda - The NCEA assessment bands of movement with Achieved, Merit and Excellence are so huge. So with this ‘five years of tuition’ – well, five years of tuition is Achieved - it’s not Excellence. Schools are awarding Excellences when the student is just the best student they’ve got, but that doesn’t mean they should get Excellence it might just mean they are the best student in that year. Similarly, we are not allowed to say that an Excellence student has a chance of getting into university. But, to me, that’s what it should be, getting a performance Excellence at Level 3 you should at least be in the pool of kids that might stand a chance of getting in [to university], not be nowhere near getting in.
Ultimately, I don’t think there is a national standard. NCEA is not a national standard; it’s a school standard. If the [NZQA] moderation was yearly on every standard? - then maybe….

Lynda’s proposal that Excellence should mean a performance standard that would equate to university-level expectations addresses only the performance aspects of preparation. It is in other aspects of musicianship, as I address later, where ascertaining a level of students’ knowledge, skills, and understanding are more problematic. Regardless, what constitutes ‘Excellence’ in a performance is perhaps a moot point when entry auditions are required for acceptance into university classical and jazz performance programmes. In contrast to Lynda’s perception about potential Excellences to years-of-tuition ratios, I also argue that a singer, for example, may well be an ‘Excellent’ performer after five years of itinerant tuition. Vocal performers are perhaps unique in this respect and the transition issues they can face are something that I examine more closely through the case studies here and in Chapter 3. The ‘bands of movement’ Lynda refers to, nevertheless, have significant impact in terms of music students’ successful transitions.

Lynda - I think what maybe makes it hard for the university is that every single school is doing NCEA music differently. Some are treating it as a very practical subject where theory is not done, others are treating it as a very academic course, and others are sort of half way in-between. Actually, I think the [music] theory is quite well catered for – Level 1 Score Reading is quite robust and Level 2 is quite challenging and Level 3 Harmony is a good paper. It’s definitely all they [the students] need to know if they were going to go on and study music at university. So I think the theory is catered for. The aural seems to be the one that people [schools/teachers] drop and it’s certainly the one that the students opt out of because they get so much of that in their own playing and whatever and it’s really about what your music teacher values – what you end up learning I think.

There are some interesting issues that Lynda touches on here. The students would benefit enormously if, for example, these aural components were taught within the secondary curriculum as I argue the benefits of what students get from their ‘own
playing’ is unlikely to prepare them well for what they will encounter at university. With regard to schools applying NCEA criteria differently, McPhail, discusses in more detail the effects of the resulting teacher-led music curriculum. He asserts that the current National Curriculum in New Zealand has ‘little specified knowledge content and it appears to exert minimal influence over specific music curriculum enactment in the secondary school except by default in that it provides teachers with the opportunity to appropriate their own contents and approaches at a local level’ (2012a, 35). Quoting from the national document directly – “The New Zealand Curriculum sets the direction for teaching and learning . . . but it is a framework rather than a detailed plan . . . schools have considerable flexibility when determining the detail” - McPhail confirms that it is ‘presented as a guide rather than a prescription, leaving teachers to develop localised programmes’ (2012a, 35). In his role as a NCEA moderator, McPhail has seen huge variances in the knowledge content and the skill levels demanded from one school to another. This variance, he believes, compromises the validity of the NCEA qualification (2012a, 35). In addition to concerns about the reliable delivery of equitable access to knowledge, he perceives there are concerns that unacceptable levels of variance occur where ‘teachers may not possess the requisite knowledge to choose appropriate content’ (2012a, 35).

Both variable delivery and assessment validity are educational issues that I pursue further particularly in relation to the case study detailed in Chapter 3. These same issues also arose during an interview with Deborah, who combines teaching NCEA music with studio teaching, in discussions about equitable processes in terms of NCEA assessments, she comments:

Deborah - There is a lot of difference in the way that schools assess and even in schools where the assessment processes are robust, the vocal and instrumental assessing is not consistent.

She argues also that a NCEA Excellence in performance is not a reliable indicator of general musicianship. She makes the following point about popular music students and piano students in particular.

Deborah - It is really hard for students to get an Excellence in piano performance, even [if they are] at Grade 8 or diploma level. But if they
sang and had a beautiful voice it is just so much easier to make the right impression with so much less work. So you get these kids coming through and they have lovely voices and a bit of natural talent and they can perform and communicate to the audience and do all the right things to achieve Excellence but, for example, their theory knowledge is minimal. So the standards are not so aligned in that regard, are they? You can get an Excellence, but actually at tertiary level you may not ‘cut the mustard’.

There are two aspects to Deborah’s observations regarding NCEA assessments that are worth exploring. The first concerns the resulting tensions between the musical values and interests of teachers and their students in addition to the tensions between the more traditional (vertical) discourse of school music and the informal (horizontal) learning that is associated with popular music (McPhail, 2012). The second aspect concerns assessment validity for advanced music students and this, I believe, was aptly demonstrated at an ‘Understanding the NCEA Assessment’ seminar organised for registered music teachers in the Wellington region. Figure V shows an assessment schedule for NCEA L3 Performance. Based on NZQA criteria, the schedule is drawn up by the school concerned.

---

This particular assessment example concerns a Grade eight/Diploma-level pianist who decided to perform a particularly difficult work for his final L3 performance despite being advised against this by his H.O.D. of Music. Applying general NCEA assessment criteria can be problematic for students who are at an advanced level and who may be wishing to further their music study at tertiary level. As a demonstration of the difficulties posed by assessors working within these NCEA assessment criteria,
teachers at the seminar were invited to ‘mark’ this student after viewing his performance on video. The ‘Xs’ indicate my own assessment in this seminar exercise. While it was immediately clear that the student’s piano skills were at an advanced level, the performance itself was affected significantly by his choice of challenging repertoire and by a correspondingly poor performance. All the ‘Excellence’ criteria (right hand side of schedule), for example, musical style, interpretive detail, phrasing, fluency and security in a range of advanced technical skills are no longer options for the assessor when these characteristics are not evident in the performance. Based on the criteria schedule and given that the Achieved ‘Xs’ outweigh the Merits, this student should have earned an overall Achieved for his performance. Had I, or others, decided to apply these criteria more strictly, perhaps even a Not Achieved.

At the time of the actual NCEA performance assessment, the assessing panel made similar observations, however, this student was awarded with an overall Excellence despite earning few, if any, Excellence ‘Xs’, but rather because he showed advanced facility and was favourably compared to his peers. McPhail (2009, 17) has suggested, that the intention behind the NCEA qualification prescription expects teachers to use professional knowledge when making such judgements. Quoting Sadler (1989), he states that latent criteria come to the fore in the assessment process – that a ‘trade-off’ occurs when specific criteria are not met, but certain aspects nevertheless contribute the work meeting the standard (2009, 18).

Putting aside for the moment the concerns raised previously regarding reliable delivery and unacceptable levels of variance where teachers may not be in a position to make such professional judgements, I believe the more important question here is about what this assessment criteria, mediated externally by sampling, is principally designed to assess. What exactly is being assessed? More importantly, is the assessment valid? Does it provide information that validates a student’s performance, the level of achievement or their potential for further study at tertiary level? The assessment, in fact, should match precisely the goals, instruction, and experiences provided to the student. I believe, in this instance, this student was essentially assessed under what Richard Colwell calls ‘the imaginary curriculum that is talent’ (1999, 70). Like most other high achieving music students, this student learns his craft outside school and it is not possible, therefore, that this assessment system precisely matches the instruction
provided to him. I argue that there is little purpose in evaluating such students’ performances, as there is almost no added value in providing easy Excellence credits. In terms of preparation, student expectations, and transition to tertiary study, easy Excellences can actually be counterproductive, as we will see further evidence of in Chapter 3. For this student specifically, there are, for example, two possible scenarios that his ‘L3 with Excellence’ endorsement could mean in real terms. The first might be that he fails a university audition having chosen to play the very piece for which he received an Excellence; or alternatively, he passes an audition, having once again shown facility, but then struggles with future demands of his tutors or tertiary courses in part because of his artificially elevated confidence levels.

Hugh, Lynda, and Deborah identify multiple concerns with the delivery of music curricula at the secondary level. While both the IB and NCEA systems have the capacity to prepare students for university music study, neither, it would seem, are reliably doing so. The two theoretically based secondary school qualifications accepted by Institution A, for example, for entry into their music programme are NCEA L3 Harmony or the IB Diploma. Alternatively they accept an external international Grade 5 theory qualification through ABRSM or Trinity College. In reality, of the students surveyed, relatively few Achieve NCEA L3 Harmony, as is revealed later in the entry qualification statistics, nor are they are studying IB music as it is generally only available in privately funded schools and even then, as Hugh comments, students are electing not to study under this system. As a result, the use by universities across New Zealand of the Grade 5 theory qualification attained through Trinity College or ABRSM appears to be the reliable theory qualification that provides universities with some indication of a student’s level of achievement. In the application of this ‘fall-back’ qualification as a pre-requisite benchmark, the universities are, in effect, rejecting the music qualifications offered at secondary level in New Zealand as reliable prerequisites. Outside the performance audition process, other components of NCEA music courses are not considered in the universities’ recruitment process. It is unlikely then that the universities would understand the implications of the various gaps students have in their musical knowledge. One important example, and one that has significant repercussions at tertiary level, would be the aural components that have been overlooked, for differing reasons, in both Hugh and Lynda’s schools.
The importance of these wider musicianship skills led to discussions about the students’ ability to write about music. I asked Lynda what NCEA standards there were for students to write about the music they were playing or studying.

Lynda - You don’t need to do any…. You can pass NCEA Music purely doing Performance, Composition, and Group Performance - that’s 20 credits. It’s quite possible to do NCEA music with no academic papers at all if that’s the way your school tailors your program. It’s just so hard, the Level 3 Works paper which three years ago, before the standards got changed, [comprised of] three essays in three hours. The students studied six pieces of music and each essay had a quote to discuss context. [It included writing about] context, elements, features, - they weren’t easy and writing three essays in three hours is a big ask. Then NZQA reviewed it and now it’s a short answer paper to one piece of music. I think that if we’re expecting kids to write essays for scholarship – there are no NCEA external standards that prepare the kids for writing essays on music.

The absence of opportunities for students to be able to develop writing skills in connection to music, like the aforementioned absence of aural competencies, has significant consequences, not only for Scholarship preparation, but also for potential tertiary music study and beyond, as revealed when Lynda raises the implications for tertiary music graduates who then go on to ‘Teacher’s College’ [the Post-graduate Teaching Diploma].

Lynda – [Tertiary] students are going on to Teacher’s College and saying, “I’m a practical musician and I don’t teach theory”. To me, if the students are applying for Teacher’s College there should be a requirement to sit and pass the Level 3 Harmony paper – because they should be able to teach it. If you are going to be an inclusive music teacher you have a responsibility to be able to teach every single kid that walks in your door.

---

23 Scholarship is a qualification in various subjects that is offered in Year 13 for students at advanced levels.
Lynda describes postgraduate students who would have sat and passed compulsory university-level theory papers and are, presumably, applying for music teaching positions in secondary schools, but are unable to teach basic harmony. This particular example provides an early opportunity to consider some of the key issues that I describe in more detail in the following chapter. They concern principally students’ liminal states of understanding; that is, where students are unable to gain a deeper grasp of concepts that are needed when, as Lynda’s example suggests, they are actually required to teach them. The causes of these liminal states are numerous. They can arise, for example, when students have advanced to tertiary study without, as described earlier, sufficient written or theoretical competencies, or perhaps when students face content that is beyond their current ability to comprehend, or in instances, as Lynda implies and as I soon demonstrate, where they are actually resistant to developing certain competencies they perceive as unnecessary.

Despite being proactive in ensuring robust and graduated pathways for her own music students, Lynda has experienced a number of frustrations that highlight the need for ongoing communication between the secondary and tertiary education sectors.

Lynda - Many [secondary school] music departments have a heavily weighted practical program – it’s less work. If you’re teaching theory, you really have to plan your lessons. For us, there is the problem that NCEA is so massive and so broad that we can really make whatever programme we like so, as a teacher, there’s a responsibility to make those all those pathways available. I would be really keen to get the Music Teachers Association back up and running because I think that would be a nice way to make a better connection with the universities. So, we could do things like a workshop on harmony as an association - we would like that to happen. The NZQA ‘Best Practice Moderation Workshop’ got cancelled in Wellington because not enough people signed up to go. I’d pay for it just to have it for me and my teachers, in my school. This is ridiculous, how can the ‘Best Practice Workshop’ not happen? If you want to do the best job for your students then you need to be up to date with what… [pause and sigh] not enough people signed up to go!
The effects of poor communication and collaboration between schools and between education sectors are far reaching and are certainly areas requiring further research. Currently, limited funding available for music education in the various sectors - from the classroom teacher through to the policy makers – leaves little room or resources for considering the necessary collaborative approaches that may address some of these broader concerns.

Thus far, I have considered some of the preparatory issues that impact on the transition process for music students. These often diametrically opposed issues include the benefits or otherwise of curricula that promote teaching and learning processes or those heavily weighted with assessments. Equally important is consideration of curriculum components that are usefully integrated or less so if they are compartmentalised. I have discussed assessment and system failures and variable delivery of curriculum across secondary schools in New Zealand and I have questioned the validity of performance assessments for students who do not learn their craft at school. I have also suggested some of the longer-term effects of qualifications weighted toward performance credits without the necessity of written, aural and theoretical components. Lastly, I have questioned the reliability of both secondary school music education systems, IB and NCEA, to reliably prepare students for tertiary music study.

The implications of potential systematic failure in terms of the students’ future engagement with learning at the tertiary level are significant. Student attitudes to learning are affected by the way they have understood and negotiated these secondary school curricula. Further, social attitudes as well as those academic are inevitably shaped by students’ school experiences and expectations of university life (Burland and Pitts 2007, 295). Michael Prosser and Keith Trigwell outline the specificities of this as four principles. Their four stages of experience or knowledge acquisition below show that what a student understands or believes about a certain subject will inform how they approach it in all its new complexities and contexts.

1. Students come to tertiary study with substantial variation in their prior experience of learning and teaching.
2. These prior experiences are related to specific prior situations in which those experiences occurred.
3. Any new situation they find themselves in evokes certain aspects of these prior experiences.
4. The aspects evoked have subsequent substantial impact on what and how the students learn in a new situation.

(1999, 42).

Prosser and Trigwell’s particular research orientation is to overcome the variation of prior learning experiences by ‘offering students an appropriate academic orientation to their work’ (1999, 27). Giroux would argue, as I have discussed earlier, that this particular approach is where the institutional focus is on reorganising rather than revisiting curriculum content. While my own objectives behind the application of these four principles differ significantly, the four stages provide, nonetheless, a useful way of understanding the importance of the knowledge gaining process. The stages point toward a central idea: students’ prior experiences differ significantly depending on how and in what context these experiences occurred. Any new environment in which they find themselves evokes certain aspects of these prior experiences and thus impacts on how the students will interpret new experiences and information. It is worthwhile considering students’ variable interpretive approaches in the narrative that follows. The narrative or language, in this sense, can be viewed from the perspective of how students reproduce and process learned subjectivities through the language they use.

**Case Study – Liz**

Liz is completing her final year of study at secondary school and intends to study vocal performance at university. She has, already, considerable performance experience both as a chorister and a soloist in a variety of contexts. She has been a member of the NZSSC and has performed in two different New Zealand Opera productions. Emma, in her role as a NCEA performance assessor, describes Liz’s voice as ‘one of the most exciting and promising voices’ she has heard in a long time. In our interview, Liz’s expectations of tertiary study are highlighted; her words demonstrate individual encoding or learned subjectivity and address related issues of identity and of confidence concerning wider musicianship skills.
L.W. - So, if you had a ‘wish list’ about what doing a music degree might offer you, what would be on it?

Liz - Well to improve my singing obviously, so to get to that next level, so I mean, I hate talking about myself, this is so bad [laugh]. I feel like I am at quite a high level at the moment and that’s because of the amount of back-stuff I’ve done. So, like I’ve done all this choral work and solo performances and stuff so I think I would be at quite a high level. So, I think I would like it if they could just push me that extra bit because I feel like I need pushing to get to my full potential. I have quite a mature voice at the moment and to just push me that to that extra level would be amazing. Um... honestly, it’s more about technique for me. I mean I have pretty good technique at the moment, but it would really cool if they could teach me some new ways to… [pause] you know, some different things …

These comments, which I expand upon later, led to questions about some of the non-performance components of NCEA music. For example, in response to her lack of enthusiasm regarding learning music theory I asked:

L.W. - So what is it about theory that you find difficult?

Liz - I think it’s just that, (sigh) … I don’t really know. I think it’s just like a mental block type of thing, I feel like it’s just because when I was taught it back in the day, it was so strenuous and boring, like, they would just teach it to nail it in your head you know?

L.W. – So, you’re not really seeing the relevance of it?

Liz - No, because I can read scores easily, you know, time signatures, key signatures, fine, dynamics, you know, tempo markings, everything - that’s fine with me like, I can sight read – it’s fine. It’s just the fact that they take everything out and make you do something that’s irrelevant and that, like for me, obviously, because I perform solo, to me it’s about the emotion - like most of it is about the emotion for me, but that’s probably because I’m quite an emotional person.
L.W. - I think [smiling] maybe most singers are.

Liz - Yeah, you really have to touch something deep down to get… I mean because it’s all about the emotion, you’ve got to show what the composer is trying to portray and it’s very hard to tap into that if you’re not in touch with your own emotions. So I find that theory, taking it out of that emotional context, kind of ruins it for me. But, then with [NCEA] Music Works and stuff we learn about the background and the emotional aspects of it – that’s what I really enjoy, the fact that we watch all these movies and go through all these documentaries about why these people wrote these pieces and it’s so interesting for me, but then taking it out and making it emotionless ruins it and I’m, like “I don’t want to do that”. Arrggh - it’s boring! I just know that if I can’t relate it back to the essence of the music then I just don’t engage. I mean we all learn differently – there are some girls in my class who do amazingly at theory because they are very… [pause] you know, they’re not focused on the emotion they are more focused on the practicality of the music and they can just sit there for hours …

The language that Liz uses here provides an opportunity to evaluate future learning engagement based on her present perceptions. It appears, for example, that her emerging identity as a vocal performer is intrinsically linked to the idea of music as emotional expression. This particular view is likely linked to her understandings and experiences of vocal stagecraft. However, it seems that, for her, ‘music as emotion’ has become an over-arching ideological construct. Moreover, it appears to actually legitimise her disengagement with other ways of thinking about music.

Figure VI: Liz’s ‘Music as’ Continuum

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>←Rational----------------</th>
<th>‘Music as’ Continuum</th>
<th>Aesthetic→</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Music as ‘Practicalities’</td>
<td>Music as Emotion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘They’</td>
<td>‘Me’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘Nail it in your head’</td>
<td>‘Emotional’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Liz has set up a conceptual binary by defining music as an aesthetic and emotional experience at one end of a continuum and as a scholarly and autonomous analytical exercise at the other. Additionally, Liz’s perception of ‘they’ and ‘me’ suggest a further binary concerning identity. While I cannot adequately communicate her particular tone, her comments about the other girls at school - who are, according to Liz, ‘focused on the practicality’ of the music - also suggests that these girls are not as emotionally connected to the music as she is and, perhaps by extension, not as musical. Liz’s lack of confidence in the more theoretical demands of music, however, is masked by her confidence and identity as an emotional young singer who is already at a ‘high level’ and has a ‘mature voice’. This idea is confirmed by her response to a later question:

L.W. - So, what’s in your future, where do you want to go with your singing?

Liz – Ideally I’d want to be an opera singer but that’s kind of far fetched and stuff, but that’s honestly – I’ve loved it since I was, like eleven and that’s so weird for an eleven year old to listen to Puccini instead of Beyoncé, that’s just weird! … Opera just touches something and I want other people to feel that. It would be just so amazing to be able to get on the stage at the ‘Met’ and just sing and everyone just being, like “ahhhh”.

I’ve thought of teaching, but because I don’t have that knack with theory, I just don’t think that would be beneficial to the student - and if I was trying to teach them it would be like “she’s nuts – she’s just too emotional - we can’t do this” [she laughs].

In this ‘after-thought’, perhaps the product of her assumption that I might expect different considerations of her career options, Liz literally imagines future students responding to her inability to teach music theory. In doing this she dismisses it as a possibility, and more importantly, she suggests perhaps that her emotional sensibilities (something that she perceives as required of an opera singer) preclude the necessity of engaging with such practicalities. It is understandable that Liz is focused on her desired future as a performer, but what is more concerning is that her expectations of tertiary
study are that it will enable her to achieve this goal through lessons in advanced technique and little else. She comments:

Liz – I want to have a fresh start there [university] … to be enjoying what I’m doing and I want to have just one subject that you’re doing instead of six or whatever; just one solid thing that you’re focused on.

Liz’s desire to focus on ‘just one subject’ is a reflection of her increasing disenchantment and frustration with her secondary schooling. It is also, however, an indication of her lack of awareness of broader aspects of a music degree education. Heading into tertiary study, Liz’s strong identity as a musician, albeit a musician in training, has particular implications for how she will, or will not, engage with her tertiary music studies.

In a thesis concerning the relevance of theory in pursuit of becoming a musician, Laila Kteily-O’Sullivan makes this very observation about identity in this context. ‘Undergraduate [music] students’, she comments, ‘already consider themselves musicians when they enter tertiary study – they just expect to become better’ (1996, 3). In reference to Elliott’s ‘knowing how versus knowing what’, she asserts that performance students’ learning is typically action based - they learn by doing. At university, she says, they will inevitably face a more formal, technical, and analytically based lecture room that they will, in all likelihood, perceive as problematic and irrelevant. In effectively identifying themselves as musicians and not academic students, expectations placed on them are often met with resistance (1996, 3-7).


Student Disengagement and Identity Perceptions

Figure VII: The Binary Flip Switch of Disengagement

In searching for a suitable image to accompany a presentation on this subject, I came across this image online. It is used in the context of describing, with equal amount of humour and seriousness, how one man perceived his particular neurological condition. I suggest that this binary flip switch quite accurately reflects how Liz is engaged with her music and with her schooling and indeed how many of the university performance students surveyed have talked about their engagement with their tertiary music studies. The passionate language used by many of these students to describe why they are studying music, for example, in addition to their dismissal of theoretical and written components of their degree are perhaps an indicator of the strong focus they have on performance and the little investment they have in other degree requirements.

Detailed below, and representative of a significant proportion of performance students surveyed are:

- Emotionally descriptive reasons in answer to the survey question that asked why they chose to do a music degree:

---

24 Image available from – www.aboywithawholeinhishead.info
Ben - Music quickly became the most important and influential area of my day-to-day life and I decided that study in the field would be a fabulous way to continue the pursuit of a subject that I love!

Lisa - Because it is the subject I am most passionate about.

James - I always enjoyed music. I had a passion/dream to become a composer. I’m good at other things like maths and chemistry but decided to follow my heart.

Sarah - There is nothing else I can see myself pursuing for the rest of my life.

Gemma - I only ever wanted to sing and I believe you should do whatever you dream to do.

Stuart - I was in a dead-end job and was encouraged to study in pursuit of my passion – not sure what I’ll do afterwards but we’ll see what happens!

Kate - Emotional fulfilment.

Penny - Music is my life, I want to be on the stage!!!!!! [Exclamations accurately represented]

Tess - Doing a music degree is very important to me, as music has been part of my life since I was six years old.

Angela - I have wanted to become an opera singer my whole life, and university study was the best way to go about this. I love it!


- Representative comments about general tertiary study expectations and perceived value of some university music courses they have done or are doing:

Eve - I didn’t love theory, I think the analysis paper is good but I can’t really understand why we study counterpoint as performance majors – I don’t know if I’ll ever use it.
Alice - [Various music history/musicology papers] while interesting, are not necessary for a career as a performer. … I was expecting university to be more like a conservatory … I didn’t expect there to be so many essays.

Olivia - I assumed a performance major would be more tailor-made and would actually entail a lot more actual performance.

Gemma - I only like music classes that actually relate to me becoming an opera singer, otherwise I find them irrelevant and I can’t enjoy them. [I found the least relevant subjects were] most of the theory and history papers I have taken except ‘Introduction to Opera’, as they haven’t really taught me anything that I am going to remember in the years to come and that I will need to become an opera singer.

Hanna - Theory and history – I think these classes are useful for people that want to teach music at school and for people that want to write about music.

Rick - One paper I did seemed to exist in its own little vacuum. I can’t imagine the knowledge I gained from the course being valuable in any other context.

Ostensibly, these students are communicating a rather disheartening summation and dismissal of the broader aspects of musicianship. A more subtle reading of their language and implied meanings is possibly revealed in the following example. Jeff, an instrumental performance student who is introduced at greater length in the next chapter, had this to say about a compulsory 100-level musicology paper. ‘Relevance’ is usefully contextualised in this exchange.

Jeff - There are still aspects I found completely irrelevant for myself, but certain studies I found irrelevant I found fascinating and I can still tell you bits and pieces that we listened to - just because it was so weird.

L.W. - It’s interesting that you say on the one hand that it is fascinating and on the other irrelevant. How do you…?
Jeff - Well it was fascinating because it was different and I think that’s the point. But then it’s irrelevant unless you are going to specialise in that area.

L.W. So the way you’ve used the word ‘irrelevant’ really means that you don’t see how you personally are going to use that information, but you don’t mind having learnt it?

Jeff - I don’t mind having learnt it.

This cautionary re-contextualising of language aside, the students’ observations over broadly support Liz’s perceptions and are examples of how language can reveal student subjectivities concerning their musical identities, education and development. The comments confirm the idea that how students talk about themselves and their musical practices is an opportunity to understand how they will approach new learning situations. To reiterate, students’ attitudes to learning are shaped by their school experiences and their expectations of university study. Although we should assume that students do not share the same ‘musical habitus’ and that, as Thomas Regelski suggests, they have different objectives behind their engagement with any subject, we do need to acknowledge the power of language and the way that it projects, imposes, instructs, and produces subjectivities (2004, 16). In this sense, despite students’ diverse practices, this research shows that certain pre-tertiary systems and practices within New Zealand have resulted in significant homogenous subjectivities.

It is worth observing an example of these homogeneities from the perspective of another secondary school student. Karl is an exceptional young instrumentalist who, like Liz, has already had a number of opportunities to perform solo throughout New Zealand. Karl is in Y12, however, as an accelerated student he has completed NCEA L3 (Y13) qualifications for which he has received Excellence grades across his subjects. I asked him about his expectations of university music study:

L.W. - So, what do you imagine that you will study at university – how do you imagine it will be?

Karl - Well, I’m doing performance and so would focus on the orchestral stuff – that’s where I want to go – play in orchestras.
L.W. So, outside of your performance papers and tuition, what else do you imagine that there might be or what else might you be interested in?

Karl - Ahhh… I don’t really know what’s available really… in terms of written papers you mean?

L.W. Yes, or interest papers - what other interests do you have outside performance?

Karl - Well…[pause], if I’m digressing outside of the performance aspects, I’m really interested in maths, and I’ve always been interested in how maths exists within music. Like, *La Mer* was written and some mathematician managed to prove that it fits a whole bunch of mathematical principles in terms of the way he [Debussy] writes and I’m quite interested in how that all ties together.

L.W. So do you see analysis as something you could look at in that way? Is analysis something that you enjoy doing?

Karl - Yeah, but only within the realms of contributing to performance.

It is interesting that Karl resisted discussing aspects of music study that fall outside his conception of a performance degree. His comments suggest, not only a reluctance to talk to me about these aspects in any meaningful way, but also reveals that he has constructed real and conceptual barriers that may impact on his future engagement with the more theoretical aspects of a degree course. It is possible that, like Liz, Karl has experienced theory tuition that was ‘nailed in his head’, disconnected from his performance repertoire, and thus removed from any meaningful context. Despite being very academically motivated and spending hours immersing himself in orchestral music at home, it is perhaps not surprising that he has considered it unnecessary to take his theory qualifications beyond the minimum requirement of Grade 5. On the presumption that theory would be an easy task for him, I asked him directly why he had not pursued theory to a higher level:

Karl – [smiling] Well I don’t really need to….
This summation of need appears to be echoed by the majority of performance students surveyed. The following graph is based on responses to the survey question that asked students to detail their highest level of pre-tertiary theory qualifications.

Figure VIII: Performance Students’ Highest Pre-tertiary Theory Qualifications

What students perceive, or have been told, they ‘need’ is very apparent. As stated earlier, a Grade 5 theory qualification is the minimum requirement for entry into all classical music degree courses across New Zealand; it is also a prerequisite for Grade 6 practical exams through ABRSM and, until relatively recently, Trinity College. As Figure VIII indicates, the numbers achieving qualifications beyond this drops away considerably. The majority of performance students have this exact qualification and while these aforementioned prerequisites may appear to be sufficient justification for

---

25 This information is subject to the students’ perception of what constitutes the highest qualification. The ‘no qualification’ column includes students who have completed various level theory studies e.g. Dulcie Holland series, but who have not sat any formal exams.

26 The students identified in the first two categories, in addition to the Grade 3 category, would have most likely qualified for entry into Institution A by completing the university’s Theory Foundation Course or passed the ‘Tertiary Placement Test’ at their performance audition. This TPT test is designed to test at an approximate Grade 5 level, however it is not a recognised qualification in itself.
this, there are other aspects to these statistics that I think are worth exploring. I suggest, for example, that they show that there is little investment by music teachers - school and studio - in developing and extending theoretical competencies other than those required for performance or those specified as university entrance requirements. Where this is problematic, and symptomatic of a possible lack of awareness between secondary and tertiary music educators about each others’ course content, is that it is commonly understood, at least by the university students surveyed, that the first year theory papers, as they exist currently, demand knowledge well in advance of this. The representative comments below are from performance students, all of whose pre-tertiary theory level was at Grade 5 or above.

Gary - Theory taught at university increased dramatically from entry requirements. I was soon left behind and disinterested.

Eve - The theory classes would be the most difficult, because they were teaching something completely new even if you'd done quite a lot of theory before.

Amanda - I felt as if the theory at university was completely different to anything I had done before. It was a huge step up and the course went so fast …

Paul - My feeling is that Trinity College and ABRSM qualifications better prepare you for university study. It would seem inconceivable for someone who has not had private tutorage to enter a university performance major.

Dave - From my experience coming to university to study music is a big step from secondary school study … there is no emphasis put on the importance of theory and understanding harmony and counterpoint. I gained some experience through NCEA but it was very limited and optional.

A further consideration, and probably the most significant about these pre-tertiary qualification statistics, is a perpetuation and consolidation of compartmentalised approaches to teaching music - a practical versus theoretical ideological divide. This compartmentalisation does not benefit either educators or students. Hugh, for example,
expressed his frustrations with this when he described the lack of time available in a very assessment-based curriculum that separates the various aspects of musicianship. Liz and Karl also describe disinterest with components that have no relationship to their performance repertoires. This compartmentalisation is well established and difficult to resolve without significant efforts by educators to provide relevant links by finding effective ways to incorporate the theoretical and performance aspects of musicianship.

Deborah, the private studio teacher introduced earlier, provides a further example of the dilemma. It arose in the context of talking about difficulties faced by tertiary students focusing on popular music.

Deborah – I don’t think that you should be able to go on to university even if you are a great musician without having some knowledge of harmony. You can’t just get by on what the guitar chords are.

Yet, the way in which she conceptualises the theoretical components in her own teaching practice is revealing.

Deborah - When my students pass Grade 5 [theory] I always start them on the Grade 6 book, but it actually takes up too much lesson time. It’s hard enough getting them to Grade 5 in a one-hour lesson. To teach beyond that and try to get through the repertoire - it actually becomes a bit of a relief when you don’t have to include theory in the lesson. I have never put a student through a theory exam higher than Grade 5 because I don’t have the time to teach it.


**Discussion**

The issues and practices summarised earlier in this chapter focused on the pre-tertiary factors in the transition process. They concern, for example, curricula heavily weighted with assessment, compartmentalisation or absence of musicianship components, validity of performance assessments, in addition to the consequences of schools across New Zealand applying NCEA criteria differently. These factors all need to be considered in relationship to student identity and perceptions that are revealed through the language they are using. This language makes clear the effect of certain pre-tertiary experiences, expectations they have of university study, and the resultant attitudes to learning. I suggest, for example, that the ‘binary flip switch of disengagement’ is a formidable hurdle for educationalists as I believe the benefits of a broad musical education based on aspects of holistic musicianship - something that is perhaps retrospectively appreciated upon the completion of a music degree - can remain forever elusive to those students who make minimal investment in it. I can think of no stronger argument for early-integrated and meaningfully connected music study and practices. As Joseph Kerman has argued, for example, ‘The potential of analysis is formidable, if it can only be taken out of the hothouse of theory and brought out into the real world’ (1985, 18).

Burland and Pitts’ belief about the ‘strong transferability across the domains of performance and academic confidence’ is also worth challenging in this context. Whilst instances in which such transferability may be observed, it is important not to over-simplify this relationship. In fact, my research appears to suggest that, for students, skill and confidence in their musical lives and the associated formation of musical identities can result in a determined focus that precludes engagement with other ways of thinking about music. Addressing these concerns is only possible through understanding the implications of pre-tertiary environments, by integrating aspects of musicianship, and by making meaningful connections between secondary and tertiary knowledge.
CHAPTER TWO
Troublesome Language – On the threshold

Introduction

Matt - The theory classes have definitely been the most difficult for me. My theory knowledge gained prior to university study has helped me in a huge way, but these classes took the skill required to a new level. Although most of the information required for the course is in the textbooks, the books are very hard to read as they have very technical language not made for students, such as an easy step-by-step approach to certain concepts.

Troublesome language is one of three elements identified by Jan Meyer and Ray Land inherent in threshold concept acquisition. The troublesome ‘technical language’ described by Matt above is new and discipline-specific terminology that can present potentially familiar material in ways that are conceptually difficult for the student. These language difficulties can be compounded if teachers attempt to clarify their subject by using ‘further troublesome language, metaphors, and concepts in an endless play of signification’ (2006b, 14). The effect of this ‘endless’ layering and delivery of troublesome language is perhaps captured by Gemma’s words below:

Gemma - Theory was the most difficult subject because it went very fast and there was no time to catch up if you missed something or didn’t understand something.

This chapter takes a step back and discusses the secondary to tertiary transition within the theoretical constructs of threshold concepts. It builds on previous discussions and reintroduces and theorises examples used in Chapter 1 in this context. Also, in reference to issues raised in Chapter 1, I discuss the complexities inherent in threshold concepts, which are compounded by the variable ways in which the NCEA music curriculum is delivered and by the effects of poor communication between the secondary and tertiary sectors. Data from interviews provide a student perspective of transitional challenges and, as a result, two crucial aspects of transition are revealed in the process. Firstly, the nature and importance of what the students first encounter in
their ‘make or break’ year and secondly, the problematic aspects of assessment-based learning.

Threshold Concepts

The first year of tertiary study is considered the ‘make or break’ year. What concepts are understood, what knowledge is attained or what friendships are forged in this year will be the determining factors in student persistence or withdrawal (Pitts 2004). In this respect, threshold concepts could be considered to be at the heart of the transitional process. Meyer and Land describe a threshold concept variously as a portal, as new core knowledge, or as a conceptual building block. The acquisition of such a concept, they maintain, is transformative for the student and leads to a significant shift in perception and subjectivity. Without this knowledge or understanding the student cannot progress (2006a). In addition to ‘troublesome language’ described in the introduction to this chapter, the two further integral aspects to this knowledge acquisition process are ‘liminality’ and ‘troublesome knowledge’. Liminality is the state of in-between where students oscillate between earlier (less sophisticated) knowledge and a deeper understanding of what their lecturers and subjects require. If students remain stuck in this liminal space, knowledge for them can be superficial, limited, or partial. For example, the post-graduate students described earlier who appear unable to teach secondary school theory despite having passed university theory courses.

The second aspect, troublesome knowledge, is knowledge that is often protracted and conceptually difficult or even, as Meyer and Land describe it, ‘counter-intuitive or alien’ (2006a, 4). Eve and Amanda’s comments about university level theory reintroduced from Chapter 1 exemplify this.

Eve - The theory classes would be the most difficult, because they were teaching something completely new even if you’d done quite a lot of theory before.

Amanda - I felt as if the theory at university was completely different to anything I had done before. It was a huge step up and the course went so fast.
Understanding threshold concepts is important in assisting educators to identify appropriate ways of modifying or redesigning curricula in order to enable students to negotiate their transitions more successfully (Land et al. 2006, 205). There are significant challenges both in this and in responding to the pre-liminal variations that students may have in approaching a threshold concept. As Meyer and Land suggest there are considerable methodological and conceptual issues that require further research (2006b, 29). In this respect and in their own collaborative research, they provide extensive statistics and examples that cover subjects including history, economics and mathematics – subjects that are generally standardised at the secondary level and that have graduated pathways for students intending to study at the tertiary level. When pre-tertiary subjects are less standardised, as discussions concerning delivery of the music curriculum in the previous chapter suggest, then responding to pre-liminal variation is compounded further by complexities inherent in these same variables. This response is difficult yet absolutely necessary when one of the first considerations in reviewing course design is attention to the sequencing of knowledge acquisition in addition to recognising the processes necessary to prepare students successfully (Land et al. 2006, 198). Thus, the challenge for tertiary music educators goes beyond ascertaining students’ understandings or subjectivities; rather, it requires them to come to terms with, and respond to, students’ entirely different starting points of knowledge.

Lynda (H.O.D introduced earlier) provides a specific example of where this sequencing of concepts is potentially compromised by inadequate communication channels between the secondary and tertiary sectors. In her school, students are being taught to notate chord inversions using a, b, and c, for example Vc, whereas University A, for example, requires the students to understand the basis and use of numerals, for example, V\(^4\). She comments:

Lynda - We didn’t know this so we were not teaching it to our kids – I don’t know if NZQA knows it either, so there’s a disconnect between what we are teaching and what the university are doing in harmony because we didn’t know anything about this. I don’t know whose responsibility it is as a group of music educators - actually, it is a collective responsibility; I mean it’s not rocket science!
Lynda is rightfully suggesting appropriate communication between the secondary and tertiary sectors in addition to the qualifications authority NZQA. She is also perhaps suggesting, in this instance, the standardisation of terminology. This is not necessary, however, if the new terminology is considered conceptually different and an important threshold concept. What is beneficial, however, is awareness and communication between the secondary and tertiary sectors; if lecturers are aware of how inversions are taught at secondary level then he or she can ease the transition by considering the students’ starting points of knowledge and thus prepare them successfully. Essentially, educators ‘need to know more about pre-liminal variation of any student cohort given the obvious implications this would seem to have for subsequent retention and progression’ (Land et al. 2006, 203).

What we know, in terms of the implications of course design and evaluation, is that we need to help students overcome barriers to learning; we need to know what makes some knowledge areas more troublesome than others. In this, issues of identity can be significant. On the premise that a threshold concept is a ‘way of thinking’ distinctive to a discipline (Davies 2006, 74), ‘learners who do not think of themselves as learners of economics [in this context we might substitute ‘music theory’ for ‘economics’ as an example] are likely to face particular difficulties regarding binding together aspects of a subject’ (Land et al. 2006, 195). If we reconsider Liz’s reluctance to engage with theoretical aspects of music study, which I have suggested is largely due to her identification as an emerging performer rather than as a potential tertiary music student, then we may begin to understand how particular terminology and concepts might be troublesome to her. These new terminologies are intrinsic to the way, for example, ‘music theorists’ think - not the way she thinks. In order for students to overcome troublesome barriers they need to be prepared to let go earlier comfortable positions. New knowledge demands an integration of ideas and this ‘requires the student to accept a transformation of their own understanding’ (Land et al. 2006, 196).

The introduction of a threshold concept is not just a matter of simplifying material for the student. Simplified material can actually operate as a ‘false proxy’ leading students to settle for a naïve version of an important concept (2006, 203). What is essential is recognition of when students have sufficient knowledge so that it is actually feasible for them to develop an integrated understanding (Davies 2006, 81). This is possible through the introduction of specific characteristics of a concept as well as guidance in
the ways in which these can be applied. Students need to be assisted explicitly and it is paramount to consider what it is that they first encounter – first impressions matter (Land et al. 2006, Davies 2006).

**On the Threshold**

As students approach their ‘make or break’ year and the associated threshold concepts, their academic preparation, as discussed previously in Chapter 1, is inevitably shaped by their school experiences. Jeff, a university instrumental performance student, was, like Karl, an accelerated student at secondary school. He has interesting perspectives about the benefits or otherwise of secondary school preparation through NCEA. He describes it as a system where students can negotiate their way through curriculum requirements without, he believes, learning valuable lessons that can be provided through experiences of failure.

Jeff - It [NCEA] is far more confusing than necessary and in some cases it’s so easy to “Achieve” that it’s not putting any work on the student. Also there’s this, and I appreciate that lack of emphasis on failing because it’s not a very positive outlook, but in some cases I feel like the complete removal of the idea of failure is one of its biggest flaws.

L.W. And so, what do you think are the implications?

Jeff - It means that if you get a “Not Achieved”, which is essentially a Fail, it’s a softened version of the big fat F you would get normally. It means that students are content to get that even though they’re not achieving anything - not achieving any of the credits. It doesn’t give them that real push to want to get anything better than that. They’re not being told they’ve failed, they’ve just been told that they haven’t “Achieved” that particular standard. The students can just negotiate through the credits they want to get and I feel that that is a huge flaw in the system.

What is at risk with more traditional educational models that demotivate students by giving ‘big fat Fs’ is the support of students within a system that rewards them for
their strengths. It is interesting, for example, that the same ‘flawed’ system actually benefitted Jeff by allowing him to negotiate certain difficult challenges of his own. Although a high achiever in general, Jeff has a particular fear of exam environments. He comments:

Jeff - I used NCEA hugely to my advantage, which is what I think you should be able to do – to use it to help build on areas that you are interested in. It wasn’t that I wasn’t good at harmony and didn’t want to do it, but I have a strong passion against sitting exams. I really don’t like doing them. I’m not an exam sitter. I’d rather get on the performance stage than sit in a three-hour exam. I made sure to avoid all external assessments so everything I did was internally assessed. So, I could work at it and focus on it and present it to my teacher to critique and get verbal feedback, which I much prefer. Then you get a mark that hopefully represents your real efforts.

Acknowledging a student’s ‘real efforts’ would seem paramount in any assessment system. Burland and Pitts’ contention that the benefits of confidence in one area of expertise are transferable in another operates well in a flexible system that allows a student, like Jeff, to negotiate his way through it. The benefits of such a system, however, need to be balanced against aspects of the system that have the potential to leave the student underprepared for tertiary study. To reiterate, McPhail’s research perceived ‘considerable under-specification of knowledge content and progression’ due largely to NCEA’s flexible framework, which he believes ultimately hinders student learning (2012b, 318). It is, as Burland and Pitts suggest, an area for further enquiry and something that I address in the next chapter. At this point, however, it is worthwhile considering aspects of performance students’ school experiences and their perceptions of how well they feel they are, or are not, prepared for tertiary study. When asked to reflect on their general preparation many students felt underprepared for the level of work at university irrespective of their level of academic or performance experience.

Celia - I feel that because I had a lot of music study before I came to uni, I was more prepared. However, the technical words etc. are a bit of a shock when coming from secondary level study.
Daniel - I felt very underprepared for university study as high-school music had very little theory training whilst university was dependent on lots of prior knowledge.

Matt - I don’t think NCEA music is the best that it could be. In my case, it has been extremely fun and interesting, but most of my knowledge has been obtained outside of school. I always felt that I was not being catered for at school. Being at diploma level and far above everyone else in my class, I felt held back and unable to extend myself. I believe the NCEA system does not cater to this level; it could have just been my school, but I always seem to get easy Excellences, by just performing my diploma repertoire, therefore it doesn’t really help the people wishing to study performance at university in my opinion.27

Gill - I don’t feel like I have ever been taught music like this before. It was quite a shock to go into this environment. I don’t feel like secondary school prepared you for tertiary study.

Sue - I don’t find the theory [at university] to be completely unbearable; it is actually quite nice to have a challenge compared to school where I was the only person who understood music theory properly. I love everything about music and theory is a fundamental part as it links into so many other aspects of music. My passion for music though is what keeps me going when my tertiary study seems too hard or overwhelming.

Paul - I did not feel that NCEA L3 prepared you for a performance degree. It is very easy to attain Excellence in performance at high school and does not prepare one for the amount of work in short time frames that university expects.

27 Although similar in circumstances, both the student and the school differ to those introduced in the marking schedule example in Chapter 1.
Threshold Concepts Widened

The last example expresses concerns about the ‘amount of work in short time frames’ and is an area of transition that I explore further in a conversation with Jeff where he expands upon his own transitional challenges. It is a reminder that knowledge acquisition needs to be considered in the context of the huge adjustments that most first-year university students have in this period of their lives. There are numerous areas for which students suddenly need to take responsibility – for example timetabling lectures, lessons, and tutorials – in addition to those responsibilities that are less structured – such as making time for study, for writing, as well as the locating of both new places and unfamiliar resources. All this needs to be handled on top of managing personal daily routines away from the students’ home environments. Time management, considered as part of these larger transitional hurdles and conceptualised as a new challenge requiring significant shifts in perceptions, could in itself be considered a threshold concept. Jeff’s comments below support this idea.

L.W. - What do you think is the most difficult thing about the transition process for music students or for you personally?

Jeff – Freedom: it’s the hardest thing to transfer from which is why high school does not prepare you at all. You go to high school from nine a.m. to three-thirty p.m. and then you come home and have your freedom – every single day from nine to three thirty. You get to university and you get a list of classes and get told to “have fun” or “good luck” and all of a sudden you don’t have to go for six hours a day. You’ve maybe got one class on Monday; you’ve got three classes on today, no classes on a Wednesday, maybe an hour on Friday, and the whole weekend off. Then that totals six hours of classes in the entire week and you go “what do I do with the rest of my time”? That is the hardest thing about transition.

L.W. - How long do you think it takes to adjust to this? How long did it take you?

Jeff - I think it took at least all of first year for me to work out how to manage my time in a productive way, then, in the second year and third
year I was able to refine it a bit and maybe I’m just starting to properly get the hang of it in fourth year. It’s because it’s ingrained in you for your entire pre-tertiary education since you were five years old. So, like, a good thirteen years of your life you’ve got a nine to three regime five days a week for forty weeks of the year. Then you come to university and have been told you’ve been prepared for this and all of a sudden all those boundaries get stripped and you have all this freedom – not necessarily freedom, it’s like you are then able to control your own life and that’s something that we’re not taught. We never come across this freedom anywhere in your pre-tertiary education. And it’s like, “wow, what do I do with myself”.

As Jeff comments, these time-management skills are often counter-intuitive and alien. As with any threshold concept, without these particular skills or understanding the student cannot progress. Students need to be assisted with this process. Helping students take responsibility for transitional difficulties is something that Burland and Pitts, for example, consider when they propose the introduction of a first-year ‘study skills’ module where students are able to reflect and plan sessions based on their particular needs (2007, 289-91). Also, it would seem expedient, given Jeff’s observations, that students are prepared in time-management skills at secondary school level. In this, Hugh, believes that of the two systems IB and NCEA, IB is better designed to equip students with the required skills.

Hugh - The thing I like about IB – it’s very university-like. The workload is high but it’s over a long period of time and you have to plan your time well. I can’t hold their hands all the way through – they [the students] have to be self-reliant learners. I really like that – it works so well for university. And just like university there are some who leave their work until the last week and go “holy hell- how am I going to get all this work done” – just like university. NCEA is more forgiving in that respect - the projects aren’t as big and they can throw them together in a short time; and sometimes they’re lucky and ‘Achieve’. You just can’t do that with IB. For the students coming out of NCEA, it takes a while for them to get their heads out of the NCEA space where it seems that it’s pretty easy to negotiate an easy path to avoid all the hard things.
To readdress the cautionary note sounded in Chapter 1, IB philosophies are only beneficial if the teachings of study and revision strategies support the benefits of delayed assessments. IB can also only be beneficial if the music students are choosing to study under this particular system. Regardless, Hugh’s perception that students need to get their ‘heads out of the NCEA space’ is a particularly damning indictment of the NCEA qualification. It is an indictment shared by Dale Carnegie, professor of engineering at Victoria University. He comments that NCEA students learn to ‘game the system’. He states further that: ‘we know there’s a perception that if you’re reasonably intelligent, you can cruise and get an ‘Achieved’ and that’s all you need to do. We have spent a lot of time transitioning in first year courses to break that mind-set’ (quoted in Downes 2015, A5). In terms of engineering specifically, he comments: ‘I would say NCEA really has done engineering as a university subject quite a disservice’ (ibid.). As these and various students’ comments we have seen suggest, NCEA does not appear to prepare the student well for the transition between secondary and tertiary study. The students’ first year, for example, should not be ‘a shock’ nor be ‘overwhelming’. These findings, specific to the New Zealand pre-tertiary education systems, differ significantly to those of Gavin who, in examining tertiary music students’ persistence and withdrawal factors, states that all the students he surveyed found the transition easy due mostly to the students having an instant group or family environment with other performance students. He does concede, however, that due to the majority of students citing one particular aspect of their study as the principal reason they withdrew from their study there is a need for a more detailed understanding of the experiences students encounter. It is of particular interest to this study and in particular reference to the young secondary student described earlier who ‘Excelled’ at his NCEA performance assessment despite performing poorly that Gavin asks: ‘Do students’ negative [tertiary] experiences surface as a result of poor preparation and/or an inflated level of confidence prior to entering college?’ (2012, 316-17).

It could be argued that the heavily assessment-based education, that Hugh suggests NCEA typifies, leaves little room for students to understand the importance of either the process of acquiring knowledge or indeed the engendering of wider curiosity beyond assessment criteria. In this respect and to provide just one example, comments from a 100-level introductory opera course student are interesting as they reveal the
implications of what an assessment-based ‘head space’ can mean at tertiary level. Some weeks after this opera course had finished I asked this student about his final result. He confirmed that he had passed the opera course, but commented that he had managed to do so without watching, in its entirety, *any* of the required opera viewings. He added gleefully, ‘I’ve still never seen a whole opera!’

Freire comments on this absence of ‘curiosity’ and his observations bring together this idea as it relates to the problematic division of theory and practice as discussed in the previous chapter.

Curiosity about the object of knowledge and the willingness and openness to engage theoretical readings and discussions is fundamental. However, I am not suggesting an over-celebration of theory. We must not negate practice for the sake of theory. To do so would reduce theory to a pure verbalism or intellectualism. By the same token, to negate theory for the sake of practice, as in the use of dialogue as conversation, is to run the risk of losing oneself in the disconnectedness of practice. It is for this reason that I never advocate either a theoretic elitism or a practice ungrounded in theory, but the unity between theory and practice. In order to achieve this unity, one must have an epistemological curiosity.  
(Freire. 2005, 19)

**Institutional Responsibilities**

The opera student’s concerning approach, described above, demonstrates that learning has become tailored to assessments and finite in its enquiry and needs to be considered alongside statistics and student observations previously presented concerning what levels of knowledge students feel they ‘need’ to acquire and what knowledge it is that they consider now, and in the future, to be relevant. It is a learning approach that demonstrates that the benefits of flexibility in our pre-tertiary educational systems can be subsumed through other factors; for example, the aforementioned curriculum that is heavily weighted with continual assessments. When considering aspects of variable delivery of music curricula across New Zealand secondary schools – something developed further in Chapter 3 - together
with the assumption that this is unlikely to change in the short term, it is compelling that bridging knowledge gaps must begin with assessing students’ strengths and weaknesses in their ‘make or break’ year. In so doing, tertiary institutions may then respond to pre-liminal variations without, for example, compounding troublesome knowledge with further troublesome language.

Bridging knowledge gaps is about making troublesome knowledge accessible. Jeff, who has had some experience in tutoring first year students in music theory, makes an observation about what he considers to be institutional responsibilities in this regard.

Jeff - Useful information needs to be more attainable to the students. There are a lot of students not understanding course material, [they’re] going to lectures and still not understanding and some of these students have been good at seeking help but they don’t understand because it is not being taught in a way that is accessible to the students at all. It’s not that it needs to be spoon-fed it’s that it needs an adaptive approach to teaching.

Accessibility is the central issue here. If students have never experienced the integration of musicianship elements, if they have had theory ‘nailed in their heads’ and essentially removed from their performing repertoire, for example, then what they are potentially confronted with at university is inaccessible material presented with ever-increasing complexity. It is difficult for them to even conceal of an ‘underlying game’ (Land et al. 2006, 197 my emphasis). To make matters worse, lecturers do not always understand from their own knowledge levels that what they are teaching is ‘utterly foreign and utterly random. They don’t understand how the student can’t understand it’ (2006, 197). The student’s earlier comments about a paper that ‘existed in its own little vacuum’ needs to be considered when thinking of curriculum design in light of these ‘utterly foreign’ threshold concepts. In reference to Land et al.’s list of institutional considerations (2006, 198-204), getting rid of ‘congested curriculum in favour of one that focuses on useful mastery’ is particularly relevant in this context.
Discussion

In this chapter, I have described the troublesome aspects of threshold concepts and contextualised these in terms of tertiary students’ experiences when entering their ‘make or break’ year. Issues of identity raised in the opening chapter are re-visited in this context. It is possible to observe how the complexities of threshold concepts are compounded by these identity perceptions, by variable curriculum delivery at the secondary-school level and by the effects of limited communication between the secondary and tertiary sectors. Ultimately, the research suggests learning that has been tailored to assessments and thus potentially devoid of wider enquiry compromises students’ approach to tertiary study.

Students have talked about their perceptions of their own preparation and threshold concepts are conceptually broadened to consider wider transitional concerns including aspects such as time-management. A discussion of institutional responsibilities highlight the need for careful balancing of course design that is flexible yet engenders useful mastery. In terms of bridging knowledge gaps and making threshold concepts accessible, it is clear that what happens for the students in their first year of tertiary study is crucial.

With reference to institutional responsibilities and with the dual purpose of concluding this chapter and heralding discussions raised in the next, I consider the following paradigms vital. They are based on the premise that inert and ritualised knowledge can be potentially troublesome, counter-intuitive and alien (Cousin 2006, Land et al. 2006). Educators, to reiterate, need to confirm the experiences of students who are ‘silenced by the dominant culture of schooling that generally represents and legitimises the privileged voices of the white middle and upper classes’ (Giroux 1986, 64-5). It is essential also that institutions ‘consider the forms of active student engagement that will bring about transformative understandings, that provide familiar learning examples that can be applied in new situations, and connected to student’s lives’ (Land et al. 2006). Essentially, ‘grasping a threshold concept is never exclusively to do with its inherent complexity … as learners will always be culturally positioned’ (Cousin 2006, 137).
CHAPTER THREE

The Vernacular – Transitional Realities

Introduction

Giroux challenges educators to question the ideology at work when students are tested in a language they do not understand. In this, he has more broadly addressed implications of Meyer and Land’s troublesome language claiming that: ‘Language practices can be used to actively silence some students’ (Giroux 1986, 51). Bourdieu and Jean-Claude Passeron also comment specifically on the exclusiveness of language as it relates to class and in reference to what they term ‘educational mortality’:

Language is not simply an instrument of communication: It also provides, together with a richer or poorer vocabulary, a more or less complex system of categories, so that the capacity to decipher and manipulate complex structures, whether logical or aesthetic, depends partly on the complexity of the language transmitted by the family. It follows logically that the educational mortality rate can only increase as one moves towards the classes most distant from scholarly language …

(1977, 73).

More simply put, ironically, this means that complex scholarly language is discriminating. In this context Bourdieu and Passeron argue that language discriminates by class, but equally, language can discriminate culturally.

In this chapter I focus on a New Zealand context and address circumstances and educational models that can be culturally discriminating. It is necessary, I believe, for educators in New Zealand to have an intimate knowledge of our own systems, our cultures, our communities and thus an awareness and mindfulness of our unique cultural landscape. The alternative is to subscribe to colonial educational models that ultimately determine the cultural capital required for entry to university music programmes (Bradley 2012, 414). This chapter, which brings together the epistemological frameworks and expands on issues addressed in the previous chapters, is principally
devoted to ‘Ata’ the second and more extensive of this project’s two case studies. Ata’s lived experiences reveal significant hurdles certain students face as they transition through to their tertiary music studies. It is through Ata that I advance a perspective that insists there is an obligation for tertiary systems to more effectively accommodate the needs of New Zealand students – students who have grown up in a New Zealand socio-cultural environment and have had their academic preparation in a New Zealand secondary school.

Case Study – Ata

Ata was Dux of Music at her secondary school, where she gained all Excellence credits for her NCEA performances. An original choral composition won her a prestigious New Zealand competition and she successfully auditioned for the NZSSC for two consecutive seasons before beginning her music degree majoring in vocal performance. Ata is described by her singing tutor and mentor as possessing exceptional and rich vocal qualities. ‘That voice’, Jane insists, ‘is one in a million, and not only that, [Ata] has an amazing connection to the audience – you can’t really teach someone that’. This and the previous accolades, however, belie the realities of Ata’s transition to and journey through her tertiary music study.

In her secondary-school years, Ata attended a decile-three college in South Auckland. We talked at length about her experiences there: the peer pressures, her community environment and the resulting transitional challenges:

Ata - Being in a South Auckland school no one wanted to do music, especially - it’s all sports. In my fifth form year I was quite bad and rebellious - running away, that sort of thing. Kids who are brought up in that South Auckland environment, they see what’s going on in the news and the media and they succumb to that stereotype that South Auckland is bad. I think [kids] put themselves in that box, like that’s what we have to live up to - Maori are always getting into trouble; Pacific Islanders are always stealing and beating up people. So, we’ve put ourselves in that category. That’s what the mentality of that school was like. Yeah, in their [the school’s] defence, I wasn’t the easiest child to teach particularly in
my fourth and fifth form years. So my principal just said to me “here’s the deal, you’re not going to waste your life. You either get into the choir, because I know you can sing, or you leave the school”. He said, because he cared about me and wanted the best for me, “you either join the choir or get out of the school”. He showed me, “these will be your paths if you leave or if you stay”. So I thought about it in fifth form and I decided I would join the choir and I think that was definitely the life changer. You know, it sounds quite cliché, but I definitely think that is what changed it because I had sung here and there especially being Maori, you know you sing your whole life, funerals, weddings, everywhere.

L.W. – So, when you started to focus on your music and get things a bit more on track, was there much pull from your friends to keep playing up?

Ata – Yep, like, I started getting bullied. This was like the sixth form - so ridiculous! If you were a music student in a South Auckland school you were a geek - that’s what you were classed as.

As Ata continues to talk about her music study it is possible to view the same complexities and tensions discussed in the previous chapter between more ‘vertical’ educational models and those, ‘horizontal’ that support approachable and flexible curricula.

Ata - So, I joined the choir and then I just had this passion and I started to develop my musical ability. I did my Royal Schools [ABRSM] theory tests and that took a while you know…

L.W. - So did you do that qualification in class or elsewhere?

Ata - That was our end of year exam.

L.W. - So for NCEA, basically, you did the ABRSM Grade 5 theory exam - did you work from a book?

Ata - Yeah, so we worked from the Royal Schools book and I just scraped through like, I was one mark off fail. We had our curriculum
that we had to be taught, I mean like theory and musical history - I
didn’t know anything about musical history.

L.W. - Did you write essays or do music history papers for NCEA
credits?

Ata – I don’t think I ever wrote an essay at high school. Like, I sort of
know how to write one now, but I have to get help from Student
Services. I have no idea; I don’t know the layout of it. My grammar and
spelling is horrible. But I know that I just have no idea. The one music
history paper that I can remember [at school] was about Bob Marley. Of
course being in that environment we all love reggae, like I don’t really
listen to classical music.

L.W. But that’s fine; I see no problem with studying music that’s
relevant to you…

Ata – Me neither – and it makes the kids strive to do it. They found, I
think, the teachers that came into our school, that you can’t just go into
the school and demand respect - you have to earn it. They were the
teachers that stayed around the longest; they’re still there now.

L.W. – What do you think the key was to earning your respect?

Ata - I think teaching the kids how to be taught instead of trying to stick
to the mainstream teaching, because I can see it doesn’t work,
especially in our college.

What Ata is trying to communicate here is insightful; her comments about students’
interest in their own musical culture and the need to depart from traditional education
models or ‘mainstream teaching’ get to the heart of what is needed in terms of
meaningful connection to students’ realities and abilities and speak to the importance
of finding ways of making learning approachable and relevant. In this sense, making
connections is largely about bridging the gap between two musical worlds – that
which concerns the musical culture of the students outside school and the musical
culture of the classroom (Green 2005, 28). In terms of knowledge acquisition,
however, there are institutional considerations that go beyond the need to merely
embrace students’ preferences and expectations. McPhail explains the need to nurture students’ interests with a mixed pedagogical approach that will in the long run expand their conceptual knowledge. If we look at his approach through the conceptual lens of Keith Swanwick’s ‘classification and framing’ (1988), McPhail supports weaker framing in terms of teacher-pupil relationships but strong framing with regard to evaluative criteria and with content selection that still endeavours to engender student motivation and ownership (McPhail 2013). If this strong framing aspect is absent, he explains, the students risk remaining ‘within their own realm of experience’ (2013, 120). In this regard, Ata describes a classroom where the transformative possibilities provided by the guidance inherent in stronger framing are largely absent and, as McPhail describes it, where the progressive versus traditional teaching-approach dichotomies remain unresolved (2013, 122).

Ata - In my seventh form music class there was two of us in a population of fifteen hundred - so just two of us. The class would just get smaller and smaller the older we got. We were kind of just left to our own - we didn’t really have our teacher there, he was just, like pop in and out. So, we were given choices as to what papers we actually wanted to do for credits. We weren’t told what to do; they just gave it to us and said, “you choose, do what you want”. We didn’t have any deadlines, it was just “hand it in when you’ve finished”, which was always like end of year even though it was due in April or something like that. It was quite easy credits if you had talent. The theory we took was very basic, like the kind that should be taught in Intermediate.28 That was how easy it was.

L.W. - Did you like that theory though?
Ata - Yeah.
L.W. - Because it was manageable and accessible?
Ata – Yeah, like that’s what I thought I was getting into when I came here [university].

---

28 Intermediate covers the two years of schooling that precedes high school (i.e. Years 7 and 8).
My interpretation of this is not that Ata thought that theory would be at intermediate-school level at university but rather that theory would be ‘manageable and accessible’ – something that was not the reality for her. Ata went on to explain that she had not accumulated any NCEA credits at any level until she reached her seventh form year (Y13).

Ata - The academic side never really got anywhere with me. Like, throughout my music studies at high school - it was all choir, choir, choir. So, like, I think in seventh form at about term two I was like, “I think I am going to do this, go to university for music”. So, I sat down with the careers advisor and she was like, “you don’t have any NCEA, you need this, this, and this”. I can definitely see that the academic side of learning was my fault because I never wanted to be in class, like I didn’t want to do the work. I hated English; I hated maths, science, and social studies. Hated it all. So I just never went. But, I always went to music - that was the one thing that I would always go to and you can see that in my grades.

It was so bad, in my seventh form at about term two I was like, “I think I am going to do this, go to university for music”. So, in terms three and four I smashed out NCEA L1, smashed out NCEA L2. So, I was doing Levels one, two, and three in two terms. Well, I had enough credits - I think I was about fourteen credits short for NCEA L1, twenty credits short for L2, then music scraped me through for NCEA Level 3. So, I definitely had to work hard to be able to get University Entrance.²⁹ I did dance, drama, music, NCEA Level 3, music by correspondence - I did music twice and then I did classical studies. And I think I got like six credits in classical studies, twelve in dance, really low credits. I hated dance, but it was easy credits.

In a discussion about this huge workload in her seventh form year, she said:

Ata - Yep, I think my biggest achievement was that I ended up getting Dux of music. Yeah, like a Dux is a Dux to me - even if it’s musical.

²⁹ See University Entrance details and requirements in ‘Terminology’ pg. viii.
Ata’s urgent push for retrospective NCEA credits and the wish to study music at university was motivated, principally, by an opportunity to audition for the NZSSC. This was a school initiative.

Ata – Yeah, all the choir was kind-of forced to go and I can see now that they were just trying to create a wider vision for us, showing us that there was more to life than just being at school doing nothing. So I got in and another guy and so then I just started realising that singing - I think - is what I wanted to do. At the time I was playing softball with the New Zealand youth team, but I ended up breaking my leg so I couldn’t take the scholarship that I got to go to Missouri to play softball for a year. So, I chose the choir instead and I’m definitely glad I did. I wouldn’t have chosen it any other way. So, that was one of the things as well, do I choose sports or do I choose singing? What’s going to take me further?

Before that [involvement with the NZSSC] I had no idea that music was actually a profession, I just thought choirs were here and there. I didn’t even know what an aria or an opera was and the only classical thing that I knew was Mozart and that is it. I didn’t know anything about sopranos and I was like, “you can make a career out of classical singing”!? And then I think that’s really where my musical career took off. The choir went to the ‘Melody of Music’ festival in Argentina; I had never been on a plane before. The school and the community got the money together and paid for it because we couldn’t afford it and also it had never kind of happened in our school before.

Ata adds that the NZSSC experience significantly extended her and she makes the comment, for example, that the sight-reading requirement was very different to the rote learning they did at college:

Ata – I didn’t know how to read music. We had always been taught by ear and even now if you played me a song once I could sing it back to you, but if you gave me a piece of music and asked me to sing it, I would have no idea. Like, learning my music and stuff, it would take me a whole year just to learn a song.
As Ata and I talked more about her transition to tertiary study and the implications of her secondary school preparation, her admission that ‘even now’ she had difficulty sight-reading made it clear how hard it must be for her to keep up with the demands of the extensive repertoire required at university. About her first experiences at university, she said:

Ata - I started to realise this is a whole other level compared to high school. I definitely feel that I am the outcome of what school has done. I think my perception of university was that it was going to be about the same as high school, [but] then I struggled because the other kids might have come from decile-ten schools say, and they know all of this stuff because their musical schooling has been top-notch.

If I think about it all of my NCEA credits to get University Entrance were for performance. So when I made the transition from seventh form to first year [university], I was going from being an ‘Excellent’ performer like, still being an excellent performer here at university, but [here] my performance grades are all As and my academic are like C minus and D. So, I was actually quite overwhelmed in my first trimester where I was ready to throw it all in because I failed everything. My first year, I failed the whole thing apart from one paper.

Any university’s cultural environment, as Giroux reminds us, generally legitimises the privileged voices of the white middle classes, which I believe in this instance served to compound the effects of Ata’s poor academic preparation. Listening to what Ata has to say about her own cultural environment is perhaps the key to understanding some of the complexities surrounding her often-alienating experiences at university. She begins with describing the difficulties she had in asking for assistance with her academic work.

Ata - Getting the courage to ask for help would definitely be one of my hardest things in my uni life, because I think that culturally you don’t ask for help, that is the truth. We’ve always been told if you have got a problem you just harden up. I definitely think that in first and second year I really struggled with asking for help. The first time I walked into

---

30 While this, and her previous summation of credits is not an extensive list, she makes no real mention of the literacy and numeracy credits required for university Entrance.
Student Services I just burst into tears and I felt like I had failed because I had to ask for help.

Going to Student Learning Services (SLS) for help was not something Ata did of her own volition. Her singing tutor describes the process:

Jane - It took me ages to convince her to go to SLS. I think she finally went at the end of her second year. I finally got Ata and [her SLS person] together and it has been fantastic. They befriended her and we got her reporting back. Ata arrived [at university] with no self-esteem whatsoever … and to get that out of her mind took me about a year – a year to say: “you’re worth it”.

Ata goes on to communicate how she perceives the disparate nature of two worlds - her world and the university’s. As she describes the tensions with regard to her own positioning in these different worlds, it is particularly interesting to note her conflicting voices – the apprehensive voice that reflects disenfranchisement and the culturally assertive voice.

Ata - I think one thing that really shocked me when I came here was the cultural difference. Especially being brought up in South Auckland and surrounded very much by Maori and Pacific Island culture - coming here and just seeing the difference. There was like one European girl in my whole school and that’s it. I think there’s a huge difference between my world and the opera world – the classical opera community - it’s so... [pause] not me. I don’t have a hidden agenda about anything. The opera scene is very ‘cliquey’ and there’s kind of like little me, as an outsider, over here, trying to get in. I am not going to change who I am to make someone else happy, I am doing this for me, they are not living my life. I am happy to be by myself and know this is who I am really - you can’t change me.

Throughout the years there has definitely been times I have almost fallen into that trap and I just realise where I come from. This is like sometimes where I don’t agree with the opera scene, you don’t get to see your family and I am very much family orientated. They are my priority and I
think, like a lot of my friends they don’t understand that. It’s okay, but they are all, like “oh it’s okay I haven’t seen my family for years or I haven’t seen my sister for years”, but I can’t go a month without seeing my family. So, I think that’s a huge difference between my world and the opera world – it’s like “you have to be this, you have to be that”.

The finance was really tough, most of my friends - their parents are paying their rent or board and giving them money for food. My parents haven’t given me anything since I started. They have worked really hard to get where they are now and I am not going to ask them for money. I have worked at Farmers, Harvey Normans … it got to the point where I was working full time and studying at nights and not sleeping. That was the reality; then I got really sick, but I needed to do it to survive.

When Ata did get sick the consequences of her reluctance to seek help were particularly serious. Jane explains:

Jane – One year Ata was very sick. I find it hard to comprehend - was it being chased and followed up? It was found eventually that a GP hadn’t done a particular test that should have been done and she ended up in hospital nearly dead with one collapsed lung. So, there’s a whole range of issues – I would say go and see [someone] and she would say, “no I’m fine”. So convincing her that she’s worth the effort; that the voice is worth the effort…. These kids from low-decile schools, there’s a lot of effort involved in saying “you are worth it”.

Family commitments and obligations have also impacted on Ata’s attendance at university. She cites an instance when, due to some concerns at home, her mother booked a flight to Auckland for her and told her, as the oldest, that she needed to be on the plane at the end of the week. There was no prior notice given and no real opportunity for Ata to organise her university commitments. But, most importantly, as Ata stressed, there was no possibility of saying “no” to her mother. Larger whānau31 commitments such as funerals are similarly problematic.

---

31 Whānau – extended family or family group
Ata - One time they [the University] were going to fail me on my attendance because I was actually away at my uncle’s funeral.\textsuperscript{32} I was away for two weeks. I was angry because that’s how long it takes. Like, it was all over TV! That’s what I had to fight for because I had a C plus, but because I was away they were going to fail me.

The specifics of this are not necessarily important here as I am only able present Ata’s understanding of the event. It is possible, for example, that Ata would have left for the tangi\textsuperscript{33}, as would be her whanau’s expectations, with little thought about what the repercussions might be for her at university. What is of consequence and what in this particular instance appears to have prevailed in the long run is the importance of institutional understanding and accommodation of New Zealand students and their cultural environments.

Additional cultural differences can make the adjustment to university life difficult for Pacifica students. For example, it has been my experience that Maori and Pacific Island students are very reluctant to contribute to class discussions. Ata gives an example:

Ata - [In class], if the lecturer will ask me a question I just won’t answer because, in my head it’s wrong - “don’t say anything because it’s wrong”. In front of a full lecture class, everyone gives their opinions and I just won’t say anything. Sometimes it’s because I feel I’m not as academic as them, but there’s like this little voice that is in my head says, “no - don’t say that because you are wrong”.

The academic implications of Ata’s pre-tertiary preparation and engagement that are compounded by cultural disparities has meant she has spent five years completing a degree that normally takes three. She has failed numerous papers including some first and second year theory papers two or three times. In a discussion about one of the two papers she needed to repeat in order to finally complete her degree, she describes, I believe, the exact nature of troublesome language and confirms that transitional gaps exist beyond those of the school and university to include gaps between students and

\textsuperscript{32} A well known public figure.

\textsuperscript{33} A tangi (funeral) for Maori, particularly in this instance where the deceased is a man of such stature, involves a large community gathering. It is expected that the extended whanau will attend often traveling great distances to the deceased’s marae. Various proceedings will take place over a number of days or weeks until the deceased has been farewelled in the customary manner.
academics (Parker 2003, 64) and the previously described dissemination of utterly foreign and random concepts.

Yeah, I [originally] quit half way through because I got there and I thought ‘I’ve just got no idea what you’re talking about - just absolutely no idea’. Lecturers have given me this and that, but it hasn’t really helped. I say to them “I need to be taught in a way that I can understand it. If you can break it down for me”. Sometimes I feel like I just get put in the too-hard basket a lot of the time.

Reflecting on what she had managed to achieve, I asked Ata what courses she felt had been valuable and she, like many other students surveyed, identified the courses that informed her performance repertoire.

Ata - I love facts about stuff and I love knowing the origins of where things are coming from – learning about these different people and how it actually affects what I sing about and what part they had to play in all of this.

L.W. And what courses did you like the most?

Ata – That’s a hard one – I don’t even think I really liked any of them.

L.W. – Why is that?

Ata – The biggest thing for me personally is I find it so hard to keep up with the work. The level that they teach, the academic language, I don’t understand. So, what I actually do in my lectures is: instead of taking notes in class, I have actually come up with a way of where I just record the whole lecture and I sit there and write down words that I don’t understand. And that is how I need to learn it because I just don’t understand.

While in another context yet directly relevant in terms of accessibility, Emma, formerly quoted in Chapter 1 in her role as a NCEA assessor, makes a similar and salient point about troublesome academic language.
Emma - I have had some of my Asian university students come to me for help with essay topics saying they don’t understand it and frequently I don’t know what they [the lecturers at university] are talking about either. I find that the language that’s included – I have to translate it back to myself then give them the broad strands that the topic is asking to be considered. So, for these students, there are two levels of language to negotiate, the English and then the academic language on top.

With only one summer paper now to complete, Ata is nearing the end of her degree. She has yet to experience the realities of her large student loan that has been the result of frequent and multiple course failure and the resultant extended study. She says about her time at university:

Ata - I am definitely not a quitter; I will stay as long as it takes. Even though I feel like giving up sometimes I won’t. Because, I just try and remember why I started and why I am here. The year before last was almost my breaking point because I wasn’t enjoying it anymore and I became constantly sick and depressed. I said to [Jane] “This isn’t fun anymore, I feel like singing should be fun, this is what changed my life and now it’s not fun”. But then later I realised that I came here because I can sing and I’m passionate about it and no one is going to step in the way of it. I love it and hope to teach back at my school and help kids that are like me, that just need someone to believe in them. It’s definitely been a tough road, but I am not giving up until I get that piece of paper that says I have a degree. [She laughs at this point and says]: I try to see the best of things but it’s been really, really hard.

Discussion

This chapter has been about the challenges associated with one student’s preparation, transition, and academic journey. In relaying Ata’s experiences, I have two principal motivations. The first, as stated previously, is to provide rich description and detail in a case study that fuses the theory and the practice, and thus enables clearer
understandings of the transitional issues for performance students in New Zealand - particularly those whose musical potential may far exceed their academic preparation. The second and related motivation is to revisit the ‘before’ in order to discuss the pre-tertiary and transitionary experiences addressed in the previous chapters and to put them in the context of the ‘after’; that is, through the experiences of someone whose pre-tertiary environment, preparation, and engagement have meant the curriculum requirements of her music degree have provided significant hurdles - hurdles that applied unilaterally are likely unnecessary and that, for someone less tenacious, could be insurmountable.

The broader transitional concerns highlighted in this case study are numerous. They include considerations of pre-tertiary cultural environments, the importance of socio-cultural relevancy in pedagogical practice, transitional hurdles related to expectations of tertiary study, and the need for accessible, manageable, and meaningful connections between secondary and tertiary levels of knowledge. The more specific considerations that are immediately confronting are, for example, the realities of lower decile school environments where the peer pressures, community culture, and levels of student engagement hinder academic growth and performance. Further compounding these concerns are matters related to the way in which NCEA music curriculum and assessments are tailored by different schools, while concerning in its own right, can also result in students’ false and often heightened expectations of tertiary study.

In reading through Ata’s transcript a simple assumption could be that her secondary school preparation, compounded by her late engagement with it, has resulted in her being particularly underprepared for the demands of music study at the tertiary level. Her need to repeat numerous courses through her five-year journey is perhaps testament to this. Turning this assumption on its head, however, is to propose how both the secondary and tertiary educational systems and curricula have failed to accommodate the needs of students like Ata. As a student in a New Zealand school studying under educational systems conceived in New Zealand for New Zealand students, Ata is neither an anomaly nor exceptional. In this regard, there are a number of realities that cannot be ignored. The first of these is that Ata has enormous potential that in Jane’s opinion could result in her succeeding at the very highest levels – indeed she ‘could be the next Kiri Te Kanawa if she wanted to’. A second reality is that Ata
was both encouraged and accepted into a university music degree programme based on this potential and, at least on paper, sufficient academic results. It is not acceptable to assume ‘that admission to a music school is generally awarded specifically to a high level of skill in a narrowly specified area’ (Kingsbury 1988, 4) and then to not provide the kind of assistance necessary to assure a successful transition. A third reality is that there has been enormous time invested by the University to assist Ata, but ultimately, it has been her particular tenacity that has made her imminent graduation a possibility where many other students in similar circumstances would have failed.

There is no doubt also that the series of events beginning first with her principal outlining her potential paths, her acceptance into the NZSSC and finally her degree level education have meant that Ata has considerably more options for her future than would otherwise have been possible. Despite this, and in light of her very considerable student loan, questions remain about whether certain hurdles that Ata has been required to negotiate in the process of earning her degree have been beneficial or necessary. One might ask: is the fact that Ata has the potential to succeed at the highest levels yet failed at almost every turn the very definition of systematic failure?

Institutions need to question critically why students are asked to acquire certain skills and knowledge. Giroux, for example, discusses the nature and complexity of how knowledge is measured, administered, and ultimately received. He comments on this predetermined and hierarchically arranged nature of imparting specific forms of knowledge. He asks three questions: ‘How is such knowledge chosen? Why might students be interested in acquiring such knowledge and, most importantly, whose interests does this knowledge actually represent’? Giroux suggests ultimately that it is often ‘matters of control, management, and efficiencies that lead to pedagogical practices that ignore the interests and needs of the student population’ (1986, 50). Ken Robinson agrees and says that our education systems, typically, have a culture of standardisation whereas they should be creatively individualising teaching and learning practices (2013). With specific reference to music schools, Tregear has asserted that if we are to ‘reaffirm and recommit (both financially and culturally) to higher education in music into the future there is an urgent need to think again … not just about how, but also why, we teach music on campus’. He is also concerned about the uncritical pitch made to students and suggests that university music departments need to reassert
that technical accomplishment alone is not enough of a foundation, let alone a justification, for a career in music. ‘We have an urgent need instead’, he says, ‘to produce graduates who have an empowered sense of agency and responsibility for the musical culture that now surrounds us. To do that, we need urgently to reassess both what we teach and how’ (2014, 25). For institutions, this means urgently reassessing the curriculum; as Fred Maus has observed, for example, it is one thing to imagine expanding the curriculum to include new areas of knowledge and quite another to imagine a different type of student who might ‘lack many of the skills of a good classically-orientated major’ (2004, 63).
SUMMARY and CONCLUSIONS

This thesis has explored, through the theme of language, the transition between secondary and tertiary study for music students majoring in performance in New Zealand. There are questions raised in the literature that I have endeavoured to address through an ethnographic and interpretive approach. Questions, for example, that ask: Do we have sufficient knowledge of pre-tertiary environments in New Zealand? Are students’ levels of knowledge assumed? Are students’ diverse needs accommodated? To what extent are students’ expectations and identity constructions influencing their approaches and attitudes to learning at tertiary level?

In Chapter 1, I focused on students’ preparation through their secondary schooling and introduced ‘Liz’ the first of two case studies. I discussed aspects of these pre-tertiary systems, for example, the compartmentalisation of musicianship components, which I suggest result in learning behaviours and student subjectivities that have significant impact on how they will engage with their tertiary music studies. I also suggested that the ‘binary flip switch of disengagement’, something that is inherently linked to aspects of identity formation, is a formidable hurdle for tertiary educationalists. In this regard, the robustness of a widely conceived music degree is significantly undermined if the students’ perceptions of their own musical identities result in a determined focus that precludes investment in it. The same issues of identity and disengagement are also a reason to question any hypothesised transferability between performance and academic confidence.

In the second chapter I introduced aspects threshold concepts, namely troublesome language, troublesome knowledge, and liminality. I described how these challenges are compounded by educational practices in New Zealand in terms of how students are prepared and with reference to the importance of balancing curricula that is flexible yet comprehensive. I discussed the very real possibility of a resultant ‘NCEA head-space’ where it was suggested that students’ attitudes to learning are limited and their preparation for tertiary study is compromised by curriculum that is overly assessment-based and thus weighted toward product versus process learning and teaching. Student language shows perceptions about their lack of preparedness for tertiary study and thus, the importance of what students encounter in the first ‘make or break’ year was made.
explicit. In terms of the students’ first year I also conceptually broadened the scope of threshold concepts to include further challenges, for example time management, that are part of the huge personal adjustments students make at this stage of their lives. I argue that if students do not manage these particular challenges, as with any other threshold concept, they cannot successfully transition or progress through their tertiary studies.

Chapter 3 focused in on New Zealand and more specifically the realities of challenges faced by one particular performance student, Ata. On the premise that educational systems and institutions operating in New Zealand have a responsibility to students in New Zealand – to accommodate the lived realities that they face in their communities and pre-tertiary environments - I raised issues related to lower-decile schools in communities where pressures and cultures can hinder academic growth and performance. I suggested that certain curriculum choices and requirements conceived in times, countries, and cultures far removed from New Zealand result in hurdles for these students that are arguably unnecessary and often insurmountable. In this respect, the student is often problematised and bears the weight of course failure. Educational initiatives around the world in recent years have meant that there are more teaching strategies that provide for alternative methodologies and choices for students, including learning environments that are self-directed and relevant to their own lives. However, in a New Zealand context, at least, we might challenge Green’s assertion that there is ‘evidence of these changes leading to increased motivation and more diverse opportunities for children from different classes and cultures to take part and succeed from the school to the higher educational sphere’ (2012, 212).

I am acutely aware that in a study of this size and scope it is worth being cautious about drawing realisable conclusions; my ethnographic approach has been exploratory in nature and my purpose has been to create a more comprehensive understanding of the issues. I do draw attention, however, to the transitional issues facing music students in New Zealand and proactively suggest, at least, some cause and effect. As Louis Cohen et al. remind us, researchers and their research are neither neutral nor innocent (2011, 243). As ethnographers we need to state our positions and as education researchers, in our attempts to fuse theory and practice, it is perhaps incumbent upon us to do more than reflect on the issues.
It was not my original intention in this study to focus so extensively on NCEA. However, as an emergent theme, discussions resulting from concurrent research together with the educators’ and the students’ perspectives points to this particular system being, if not responsible then at least, a significant contributor to poor preparation and significant homogeneity of learning subjectivities across the student cohort. Any benefits in preparation through the more robust NCEA components, namely Music Works or L3 Harmony, are circumvented by the way these subjects and others are tailored by individual schools, which allow students to negotiate the curriculum by, for example, opting out of aural components or by attaining ‘easy’ performance credits. Tertiary institutions in New Zealand are unable to assume a level of musical understanding or achievement of their first-year students when there is such variable curriculum delivery at the secondary level. Qualifications only tell part of the story. In this regard, I see the alternative use of the ABRSM or Trinity Grade 5 standard as an entry pre-requisite as problematic for a number of reasons. Firstly, as with any qualification there are significant knowledge gaps between those students who may have a firm grasp of the concepts at this level and those, who like Ata, scrape through with minimal understanding that suggests they are, in all likelihood, stuck in liminal spaces. Secondly, if we take heed of what the students are saying about first-year university theory being at a much higher level than they have encountered before then we must assume that Grade 5 is not, in reality, sufficient preparation – at least in respect of the pre-determined challenges as they exist currently. Lastly, and most importantly, tertiary institutions, by relying on this external qualification, are effectively making little or no investment in ensuring that music students are well prepared by our principal pre-tertiary qualifications here in New Zealand.

It is important to ask what knowledge each education sector has of the other and this lack of investment is likely symptomatic of the poor communication between NZQA and secondary and tertiary institutions. Students, for example, need to know what they will encounter and what they are preparing for. Equally, there needs to be greater awareness among tertiary academic staff of the skills that students bring to their first year of study. With the pressures of funding and student numbers being crucial to the very existence of tertiary music schools in New Zealand, there remains a very real responsibility to our ‘most important stakeholders’. If performance students are not investing in the broader aspects of musicianship at tertiary level, which this research
suggests is the case, then it becomes the universities’ responsibility to make explicit their expectations and to take an honest approach to both the entry requirements and to the pitch they make to prospective students. If students are to transition successfully and extend their knowledge in the wider aspects of musicianship, it is critical that they are invested in the process from the beginning. There is an urgent need to take practical steps to develop educational practices that mediate differences in pre-tertiary knowledge and in this respect consideration of the range of courses that students first encounter is paramount.

This study scratches only the surface of research possibilities. There is enormous scope and benefits in developing further lines of enquiry regarding the secondary to tertiary transition process for music students. In this, there are also certain findings that are transferable in other subject disciplines. The focal point of this study has been on students’ experiences, identities, and perceptions, however, I consider that a focus on institutions, that allows us to pursue the considerable repercussions of transitional difficulties in terms of course design and assessment criteria, to be particularly worthwhile. Further enquiry and strategic planning into the early introduction of more widely conceived musicianship skills, for example, would be beneficial both in terms of successful transitions and for students’ future employment trajectories. There is also a wealth of material for an ethnographic study of Ata’s experiences alone, for example, that may or may not fall outside considerations of secondary to tertiary transition.

To conclude, I return to aspects of language. Language has been instrumental in both determining performance student subjectivities and revealing perspectives about their transitions from secondary to tertiary music study. Students have used language to define, mediate, and understand. If educators are receptive to this and can imagine for the future a variety of pedagogical approaches that will assist students to transition more successfully then institutional language may well shift from being a language of transmission to one of transformation.
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Music Student Survey

This confidential survey asks how you came to tertiary music study and about the journey you made to get there. If you agree, further down the line, to participate in a follow-up interview, I would then ask you to expand on the details you have given here and additionally I may ask about your tertiary study experiences. I am interested in obtaining feedback from as diverse a range of students as possible. More importantly, I want to learn from your personal experiences in order to gain a student perspective.

1. Name: ____________________________________________ Age: _________
   Email: __________________________________________________________

2. In which city and country did you do the majority of your pre-tertiary music study?
   ___________________________(City)  _____________________________(Country)

3. What is your music degree major? (E.g. Performance-violin/voice* / Music Studies / Composition / Jazz / Sonic Arts etc.)
   *Performance students please be specific about your voice or instrument/s.

4. What theory qualification did you submit to gain admission into your music degree (e.g. Transition theory course / Grade 5 theory / Theory Placement Test / Other).

5. What is the highest formal pre-tertiary theory level you have attained? (e.g. Grade 6 ABRSM/Trinity College/AMEB / or ‘no exams but completed theory book 4 ‘Dulcie Holland series’)

34 N.B. For reasons of expediency/space/word count, the numbers of text lines on this survey, and others in these appendices, do not accurately represent those left for students’ answers on the original form.
6. Please detail where you gained your music skills (both practical and theoretical). (e.g. Taught by private instrumental teacher / through NCEA / Own study at home / or combination of these). Please be specific if you did some study under your private teacher (to what level?) and whether you continued this study at school or elsewhere.

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

7a. How many music teachers have you had to date?
_______________ (Privately) _________________ (In secondary School)

7b. Did you have the same teacher for music theory and practical or did you go to someone specifically for theory tuition?

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

8. Over how many years / months (approximately) have you studied music theory? Please detail if you have studied theory continuously, perhaps in conjunction with your instrument study or whether you have completed short courses as it became necessary – for example to pass an exam or entry test or similar. Please detail also if you have only studied music theory at secondary school for NCEA or similar.

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

9. What musical activities at secondary level/teenage years have you pursued beyond private lessons or school instruction? (E.g. Youth orchestra, secondary school jazz and, youth/church choir, YMP, own band or individual performance opportunities). List all if possible.

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

10. (N.B. Question 10a and 10b are for all students other than piano-performance / harpsichord / organ majors).

a. Please indicate whether you have piano or keyboard skills and to what level. (e.g. piano grade 4 or ‘learned for 2 years but did no exams’ etc.)

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

b. How confident are you with reading piano/keyboard music? (e.g. ‘Not at all’, / ‘a little’, / ‘to about grade 4’, / ‘fluent’ etc.

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
11. Can you please make a brief comment about why you chose to do a music degree? Are you doing other study? What can you see yourself doing after you graduate?

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

12. Please feel free to add any additional comments about either your study experiences or your musical background as it relates to your tertiary music study.

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

Thank you for agreeing to do this survey. Please attach (scan if emailing) the signed consent form and return both by email to the address above. If you wish to return a hard copy, it can be left at .................................................. addressed to me. (Staple or place in envelope for confidentiality).
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Follow-up Questionnaire

The following questions are designed to elicit slightly different responses from the initial survey and some of the questions are quite similar so, it might be worthwhile reading them all before you begin to answer. Please be assured that, like the survey, these responses will remain completely confidential.

*I have kept this as a word doc. so that you can manipulate the spaces for answers, as you need them.

Name: ………………………………………………………………………

At university:
- What music class/es have you enjoyed the most and why?
- What music class/es have you enjoyed the least and why?
- What music class/es do you think have been the most valuable and why?
- What music class/es do you think have been the least valuable and why?
- What music class/es were the most difficult and why?
- What do you think are some of the more important aspects/areas of study that the music degree and/or the institution should provide for students – and why?
- What, in your opinion, should the tertiary music institution’s main responsibilities be to music students?
- In relation to the class/es that you thought were the least valuable (as above), who do you imagine these classes might be useful to and why?

At secondary school:
- What aspects of your secondary school study were most useful to you in relation to your preparation for studying at university?
- What aspects of your secondary school study were least useful to you in relation to your preparation for studying at university?
- What did your secondary school study offer you that private instrument/voice tuition did not?
- Do you have any further comments about studying music at the secondary school level?

**General:**

- I am very interested in your opinions about how either the pressures of, for example, performance, NCEA/IB preparation, or any other reason, may have affected your academic performance at university (positively or negatively).

- What age were you when you first thought about the possibility of studying music at university? What were your expectations about tertiary music study and how does the actual experience differ? (Again – positively and negatively).

- Lastly, what does doing/gaining a music degree mean to you?

Thank you for agreeing to do this survey. Please attach (scan if emailing) the signed **consent form** and return both by email to the address above. If you wish to return a hard copy, it can be left at .......................................................... addressed to me. (Staple or place in envelope for confidentiality).
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(Secondary) Music Student Survey

This confidential survey asks you about your music study and about the musical journey you have made to date. If you agree, further down the line, to participate in a follow-up interview, I would then ask you to expand on the details you have given here and additionally I may ask about your study experiences. I am interested in obtaining feedback from as diverse a range of students as possible. More importantly, I want to learn from your personal experiences in order to gain a student perspective.

1. Name: ________________________________ Age: _________
   Email: _________________________________________________________

2. In which city and country do you study music?
   ___________________________(City) _____________________________(Country)

3. What will be your degree major at university?
   *Performance students please be specific about your voice or instrument/s.

4. What is the highest formal theory level you have attained? (e.g. Grade 4 ABRSM / Trinity College/AMEB / or ‘no exams but completed theory book 3 ‘Dulcie Holland series’)

5. Please detail where you gained your music skills (both practical and theoretical). (e.g. Taught by private instrumental teacher / through NCEA / Own study at home / or combination of these). Please be specific if you did some study under your private teacher (to what level?) and whether you continued this study at school or elsewhere.
6a. How many music teachers have you had to date?

________________ (Privately) ___________________ (In secondary School)

6b. Did you have the same teacher for music theory and practical or did you go to someone specifically for theory tuition?

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

7. Over how many years / months (approximately) have you studied music theory? Please detail if you have studied theory continuously, perhaps in conjunction with your instrument study or whether you have completed short courses as it became necessary – for example to pass an exam or entry test or similar. Please detail also if you have only studied music theory at secondary school for NCEA or similar.

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

8. What musical activities at secondary level/teenage years have you pursued beyond private lessons or school instruction? (E.g. Youth orchestra, secondary school jazz and, youth/church choir, YMP, own band or individual performance opportunities). List all if possible.

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

10. (N.B. Question 10a and 10b are for all students other than piano-performance / harpsichord / organ majors).

a. Please indicate whether you have piano or keyboard skills and to what level. (e.g. piano grade 4 or ‘learned for 2 years but did no exams’ etc.)

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

b. How confident are you with reading piano/keyboard music? (e.g. ‘Not at all’, / ‘a little’, / ‘to about grade 3’, / ‘fluent’ etc.

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

Thank you for agreeing to do this survey. Please attach (scan if emailing) the signed consent form and return both by email to the address above. If you wish to return a hard copy, it can be left at …………………………………………. addressed to me. (Staple or place in envelope for confidentiality).
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Participant Information Sheet for Research Project:

Introduction
I am a student completing a Master’s in Music at Te Kökī, New Zealand School of Music (NZSM), Wellington. This Master’s project examines the circumstances surrounding the diverse learning environments of music students. Secondary school students experience music in formal and informal circumstances not necessarily adhering to traditional pathways of music education. In this, those who wish to pursue a music degree at university face a unique challenge not typically found in other disciplines for example English, science, and mathematics. The challenge for tertiary educators is to recognise and respond to these unique circumstances particularly with regard to the transition process. My project is to further investigate the nature of these pre-tertiary musical environments and to focus on what they may mean for individual students in terms of their preparedness for study at university.

The University requires that ethics approval be obtained for research involving human participants and has granted approval for this project.

What it will involve for you as a participant
As part of the project, I am inviting you, in the first instance (students only), to participate in a survey concerning some aspects of your music study prior to entering university and, where appropriate, I will conduct a follow-up interview which may be in a group setting or individually. Participation is voluntary and should any individual not wish to participate, wish to withdraw, or wish to retract specific information, they may do so without question, without further consequence, and at any time before November 1, 2014.

Responses collected from surveys and interviews will form an integral part of my research project and will be put into a written document. This document will largely report material as aggregated data and as such individuals will not be identifiable. Quotations may be drawn from interview transcripts but these will be attributed only to a pseudonym. The gathered information will not be used for any other purpose without your consent. If you wish, you will receive a copy of the recorded interview (where recorded) and the final thesis will be published and available from the libraries situated at both Victoria and Massey Universities. Survey documents and interview transcripts will be securely stored with restricted access and destroyed within a five-year period.

Researcher’s Signature ________________________________ Date _____________
If you have any further questions about this project, please contact my Master's thesis supervisor or myself:

Dr. Robert Legg  
Senior Lecturer - Music Education and Pedagogy  
New Zealand School of Music  
Robert.legg@nzsm.ac.nz

Lynne Wenden  
Master’s Student  
New Zealand School of Music  
wendenlynn@myvw.ac.nz
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Consent to Participate in Research Project:

I have been given and have understood an explanation of this research project. I have had an opportunity to ask questions and have them answered to my satisfaction. I agree to take part in this research project, and I understand that I may withdraw myself (or any information I have provided) from this project at any point before November 1st 2014.

I understand that any information I provide will be confidential and that the researcher will keep records secure. I understand that my responses from either a survey or interview will be integral to the research project and will be compiled onto a written thesis with pseudonyms used as required. I acknowledge that the gathered information will not be used for any other purpose without my consent, including future publications. I understand that if I request, I will receive a copy of the recorded interview (where recorded) and access to the final thesis will be available through the Massey and Victoria University libraries.

Participant Signature _________________________________ Date ______________

Printed name of Participant ______________________________________________

Participant’s email _____________________________________________________

(Should the participant wish to have a transcript of the interview)

If you have any further questions about this project. Please contact the thesis supervisor or myself.

Dr. Robert Legg
Senior Lecturer - Music Education and Pedagogy
New Zealand School of Music
Robert.legg@nzsm.ac.nz

Lynne Wenden
Master’s Researcher
New Zealand School of Music
wendenlynn@myvuw.ac.nz
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Framework and prompt questions used as a guide for interviews with music educators (Indicative).\(^{35}\)

Welcome and thank you for agreeing to meet with me. (A discussion here about the information sheet and consent forms would follow and the documents, if not already in place, would be signed prior to continuing.). My interest is in discovering how music students’ diverse learning environments impact on the learning process at university. I am interested particularly in the transition process from secondary to tertiary music study. The purpose of interview is to get your perspective on the transition process and to ask about your thoughts and/or experience with some of the challenges both you and your students face.

‘Fishbone’ approach to semi-structured interview – Possible stimulus questions:

**Secondary School**

- What experiences have you had with the transitioning music students through to the tertiary sector?
- What type of initiatives would you consider useful in helping students transition to tertiary music study?
- What sort of collaboration (formal or informal) does the school have with the private sector? (E.g. IRMT)
- What do you personally see as the strengths and weaknesses of NCEA music programmes in terms of preparation for tertiary music study?
- Are certain areas of the curriculum better suited to the transition than others? (E.g. performance, theory, composition?)
- What, if any, barriers to tertiary music study do you see in your role as a music educator?

**Other educators (e.g. IRMT members, YMP)**

- What experiences have you had with the transitioning music students through to the tertiary sector?
- What, if any, barriers to tertiary music study do you see in your role as a music educator?
- Do you have students who are completing NCEA/IB etc. music study?
- If so, what do you see as your role in this process?
- What communication or collaboration (formal or informal) do you have with the schools that your student/s attend?
- What communication do you have with other educators in your own sector in relation to facilitating possible tertiary study for your students?
- What, if any, initiatives would you see as useful in either the transition process or in collaboration across the different music education sectors?
- What type of initiatives would you consider useful in helping students transition to tertiary music study?

\(^{35}\) Framework used for university ethics approval.